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GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
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Official Records

President: Mr. Imre HOLLAI (Hungary).

AGHNDA ITEM 9

General debate (continued)

1. Mr. ESTIME (Haiti)(interpretation[rom French):
On behalf of tbe Government of Haiti and in my own
name, Sir, I wish to congratulate you most warmly
on your election to the presidency of the thirty
seventh session of the General Assembly. I am sure
that you will demonstrate those outstanding qualities
that won you this disfinction. I wish also to pay a
well-deserved tribute to Mr. Kittani, Vice-Minister of
Foreign Affairs of Iraq, for the discreet and able
manner in which he presided over the work of the
thirty-sixth session. I should particularly like to join
preceding speakers in congratulating Mr. Perez de
CuelIar, Secretary-General, whose election to head
the Organization is unquestionably a source of deep
satisfaction for all third-world countries. May I take
this occasion to emphasize the high quality of his
report on the work of the Organization [A/37/1], a
report which lucidly depicts the shortcomings of the
United Nations, as well as the overriding need to'
strengthen its decision-making machinery.
2. This session has opened in a tense atmosphere
dominated by a note of anguish in the statements,
which have persistently reflected the international
community's concerns about the general deteriora
tion in the political and economic situation through
out the world.

3. While the industrialized countries may perceive
current economic problems more in terms of cyclical
or less extreme fluctuations, the third world as a
whole-particularly the least-favoured countries
still believe that the structural imbalance between
North and South has become even greater and is now
dangerously close to the point of collapse. Most
third world country delegations, from whatever con
tinent they may come, have spoken with one voice
from this rostrum of the tragic expansion of areas of
poverty in their respective regions. They have de
scribed the growing distress of impoverished popula
tions desperately trying to eke out a meagre existence
which becomes more precarious with every passing
day. Hence we small nations have no illusions when
we wonder about our future.

4. For almost a decade now, negotiations on the
establishment of a new economic order~ne that
would be more just, more harmonious, but also more
efficient-have come up against a lack of true political
will on the part of the rich countries to make the
adjustments essential to any genuine effort at solidar-
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ity. Clearly, there is no real prospect for altering the
current international order. The institutional, financial
and technical measures required for sustained expan
sion of the world economy and for a swifter growth
in the developing countries are still being awaited.
Meanwhile, the terms of trade are deteriorating at a
catastrophic pace, and third-world debt has now
risen to $600 billion.

5. At the same time, there is no growth in official
development assistance, which has never reached that
famous target of 0.7 per cent of the gross national
produc.t of the rich countries, or less than 5 per cent
of annual arms expenditures. Indeed the Brandt Com
mission l noted ironically that ~he machinery of death
was that which involved the greatest and most dynamic
transfer of technology. Even the new law of the sea,
which is based mainly on the concept of balanced
participation in the exploitation of common wealth,
is challenged because of the regrettable selfishness
of certain industrialized nations.

6. It is also most distressing to·note that no system
atic campaign has been undertaken to explain to the
people of the rich countries that effective solidarity
with the pOor countries is less a moral imperative
than an irreplaceable factor for economic growth at
the world level; for there is no better way of stimu
lating the production and distribution of goods and
services than a determination to satisfy the basic needs
of billions of individuals who have not yet enjoyed
the material benefits of even the most elementary
progress. There is no nobler task than that of contrib
uting to the betterment of human beings who have
been left on the s;delines of progress by hunger, igno
rance and disease.

7. It is time for the collective conscience of the
industrialized countries to stop looking upon inter
national co-operation as a burden on the rich, as alms
given to those countries that are supposedly inca
pable of looking after their own future. It is time for
the people in the rich countries to understand that the
new international economic order will not jeopardize
the prosperity of the countries of the North but will
rather give a new impetus to the world economy and
provide for more equitable distribution of the fruits of
growth.

8. The Republic of Haiti remains convinced that
the market economy, which at the national level has
in some countries been able to adapt to the require
ments of more human socio-economic development,
will also at the international level find the necessary
resources to establish a new kind of relationship that
is more just and more beneficial. To that end more
appropriate and generous action is required on the
part of the public authorities of the industrialized
countries. World phenomena have to be analysed
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more objectively and to be less influenced by national
experiences that are hard to imitate in different cir
cumstances. To sum up, we need courage, imagi
nation and a better sense of international solidarity.
Some rich countries do not lack those qualities, and
we should like to pay a tribute to them here.
9. The problems of the developing countries, to
which we have referred briefly, assume the dimen
sions of a real tragedy in the case of the least devel
oped. In the last decade their per capita gross national
product in real terms rose by only $11. Closer to us,
the combined effects of world recession and inflation
and the recent spiralling of interest rates, along with
a collapse in the price of commodities, have tragi
cally emphasized their economic vulnerability and
paralysed their ability, which was already rather
pathetic, to import those goods that are essential to
their development.
10. Admittedly, the fifth session of UNCTAD, in
Manila in 1979,2 and the United Nations Conference
on the Least Developed Countries, in Paris in 1981,3
did decide to launch a new programme and set forth
a number of objectives that were ambitious and real
istic, including the figure of 0.15 per cent of the gross
national product of donor countries for official devel
opment aid to the least developed countries. Un
fortunately the commitments formally entered into
on those occasions have not yet ~en fulfilled. Thus
it seems difficult for us today to speak about a real
desire to stabilize export earnings, to increase external
assistance qualitatively and quantitatively.
11. How, under these circumstances, can we hope,
as we had hoped, to eliminate the category of least
developed countries and ensure that by the end of
the 1980s they will have join~d the ranks of the devel
oping countries? How can we not doubt the ability
of the international system to provide elements for
the solving of the problems of the third world, even
if it was impossible to take adequate action for this
small group of least advanced countries?
12. The Republic of H~iti, which more than any
other country has throughout its history as a sover
eign nation experienced the cost of isolation and
exploitation resulting from the selfish game played
by the big Powers, solemnly repeats its appeal for a
truly constructive North-South dialogue. President
Jean-Claude Duvalier has said that:

"The Republic of Haiti continues to believe in
the future of global negotiations for the establish
ment of a new international economic order which
would enable the poor populations of the third world
to attain a threshold of development compatible
with the dignity of the human race and the right of
every individual to a decent standard of living."

13. Yet above all the third world countries must
understand that if they want to progress towards
prosperity they must first of all rely on themselves
and fully shoulder their collective autonomy. They
must systematically explore the tremendous potential
of co-operation among developing countries in the
financial, technical, trade, industrial and cultural fields.
The Republic of Haiti reiterates its absolute belief in
active and intelligent harmonization among the nations
of the South based on mutual respect and under
standing to generate concrete actions that would be

of mutual benefit in an intraregional and interregional
context.

14. Beyond the ideological positions that are inevi
tably stated in the general debate, every statement
here reflects the collective aspiration to an interna
tional political order that would bring peace and pro
gress. However, the state of the world today clearly
shows if not the failure at least the profound inability
of mankind to face successfully the many socio
political upheavals that are characteristic of our age.
There are so many problems that have not been
solved, and they create new divisions and increase
the tension which here and there has led to permanent
situations of crisis, overt or latent. Despite the belief
constantly expressed by Member States in the values
of the Charter, the machinery for peace and interna
tional security seems to be blocked, as can be seen
from the world situation today.

15. In the Middle East the situation remains explo
sive. Recent events in Lebanon and their hideous
cruelty continue to horrify the conscience of the world
and confirm, if there were any need for that, that
action by the Organization is necessary to establish
overall peace in the region. Contrasting with this
background of absurd violence, some bilateral and
multilateral initiatives have been taken. They are
worthwhile and encouraging, and we trust that they
can bring" about a resumption of dialogue, which
is so necessary for peace and essential in dealing
with the fundamental issue of the future of the Pales
tinian people.

16. The Government of Haiti remains firmly con
vinced that Security Council resolutions 242 (1967)
and 338 (1973) provide the basis for an overall set
tlement of the Middle East problem. The Haitian
Government believes that the search for peace neces
sarily involves all of Israel's neighbours recognizing
and respecting its right to exist within secure and
recognized borders. Likewise we believe that there can
be no question of challenging the right of the Palesti
nian people to real self-determination within a physical,
legal and administrative framework that is in keeping
with its legitimate aspirations.

17. Latin America is also going through a turbulent
period, and there is an atmosphere of uncertainty
because of the consequences of the conflict relating
to the Malvinas Islands and the difficult situation in
Central America. The recent war in the South Atlantic
and the bloodshed it involved highlighted the remnants
ofa way ofHfe that has clearly passed. Indeed it placed
a severe strain on the peace of the region and under
mined the solidarity of the continent.

18. The Republic of Haiti, faithful to its past and
respectful of its traditions, has never hesitated to
oppose all forms of colonial domination, and naturally
expressed its solidarity with the just claims of the
Republic of Argentina. The Government of Haiti,
aware of how fragile are victories imposed by force,
believes that the United Nations can play a decisive
role in the search for a negotiated and peaceful solu
tion which would make it possible to establish the
def!nitive bases for a mutually acceptable agreement.
That is why we joined in the initiative of Argentina
and Mexico in calling for the inclusion in the agenda
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of this session of the General Assembly of an item on
the Malvinas Islands.

19. Central America remains the theatre for many
conflict situations resulting from ideological tensions,
which have once again created hotbeds of crisis that
could endanger regional peace and security. The
Republic of Haiti, which has always refused to view
regional problems simply in the context of the power
balance between East and West, cannot but express
its deep concern over the manifest symptoms of the
alarming deterioration in relations between some
fraternal countries in Central America. We call upon
all States in the region to reject the sterile option of
a dangerous arms race. We would go along with any
proposal to strengthen regional stability and security
on the basis of the great principles of international
morality and law. In that way an atmosphere of peace
could be established that would be favourable to
economic development, which is indeed the real
problem of the region.

20. As regards Asia, the Government of Haiti is
carefully following the courageous initiatives of the
Republic of Korea for the reuniflcaticn of the Korean
nation. We regret the halt in negotiations between the
two Governments and urge them to go beyond their
differences of view in order to arrive at satisfactory
results. That, of course, can be done only by the
Koreans themselves. However, the United Nations
could, with the agreemer.t of the parties, take action
to provide a propitious framework for the resumption
of talks.

21. The Haitian Government welcomes the initiative
to regroup the Cambodian liberation forces within
the Coalition Government of Democratic Kampu
chea. We lend our full support to the various United
Nations initiatives for a settlement of the conflict,
which must necessarily include the total and final
withdrawal of Vietnamese forces from the territory
of Kampuchea.

22. Similarly, the Government of Hail! ')trongly con
demns the continued occupation of Atghanistan by
foreign troops and urges the establishment of condi
tions which would effectively enable the Afghan
people to choose their kind of political society freely,
without any outside interference.

23. The negotiatic;ms on Namibian independence,
despite optimistic statements of members of the con
tact group, have made no progress and are simply
marking time. Some people insist on making the
Namibian question one aspect of East-West confron
tation, but that is completely unjustified. Meanwhile,
the South African regime, encouraged by the differ
ences of view that ha'!e developed within the contact
group, is increasing its diversionary tactics in an
attempt to delay the inevitable outcome.

24. The Haitian Government believes that any swift
solution of the Namibian problem necessarily invoives
the full implementation of Security Council resolution
435 (1978), which reflects the international consensus
on the need for immediate independence for Namibia
under the leadership of the patriotic liberation forces
of the South West Africa People's Organization
[SWAPO]. It is upsetting to see that South Africa,
despite the measures taken against it by the United

Nations, still continues openly to defy the interna
tional community by pursuing its apartheid policy.
25. Thirty years have passed since the General
Assembly began its consideration of th,.- item on racial
conflict in South Africa. Iust before the end of the
Decade for Action to Combat Racism and Racial
Discrimination it seems to us indispensable that the
United Nations should proceed at this session to a
serious evaluation of the efforts made to date and, if
necessary, define a new strategy for the complete
elimination of the system of apartheid.
26. Such action would seem to us particularly timely
because this year, proclaimed by the G~neral Assem
bly as the International Year of Mubilization for
Sanctions against South Africa, is also the seventieth
anniversary of the African National Congress [ANC],
for which the Haitian Government would once again
express full support ~n its difficult struggle against
the usurpation of political and economic power by a
racist minority.
27. The Haitian Government once again condemns
the South African regime's continuing strengthening
of its arsenal of repressive laws. It also condemns the
South African policy of bantustanization and those
who go along with it, because it is a systematic under
taking to dehumanize the black people of South
Africa. The Haitian people and Government, expres
sing their solidarity with the black majorities in South
Africa and the people of Namibia in their legitimate
aspirations and struggles, once again urgently appeals
to the international community to ensure that the
sanctions ~dopted to make the South African regime
less intransigent are fully implemented.
28. I have given a short account of the feelings,
wishes and positions of the Haitian Government on
some of the major issues in the international arena.
I would emphasize above all our unwavering convic
tion that the current system of international relations
must be replaced by a new order ofjustice, oollective
economic security and true co-operation, with respect
for the self-determination and dignity of each peo
ple. Clearly, it would be an illusion to believe that our
wishes could be fulfilled in a single morning. That
would mean simply disregarding human nature and
forgetting that history does not follow a straight path
and time is needed to bring it back to its true course.
However, all progress made, every step taken, is a
victory for peace and justice over a world of hatred
and violence. We must therefore work courageously,
patiently and with dedication to respond to the aspi
rations ofthe anguishedpeoples who are listening to us.
29. The Republic of Haiti, which has always been
inspired by the code of honour and solidarity, wDl
lend you, Mr. President, and all the bodies of the
United Nations, full and whole-hearted co-nperation
in order to give life, howeve( partial, to the hopes
placed in our work.
30. Mr. ADDERLEY (Bahamas): I should like to
begin, Sir, by extending to you my congratulations
and those of the delegation of the Bahamas on your
unanimous election to the presidency of the General
Assembly. We are confident that you will carry out
the mandate of your high office with the persever
ance, ingenuity and 'alcl for which you are well known.
My delegation is pleased to coffer you its full co-oper-
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the Malvinas Islands.
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30. Mr. ADDERLEY (Bahamas): I should like to
begin, Sir, by extending to you my congratulations
and those of the delegation of the Bahamas on your
unanimous election to the presidency of the General
Assembly. We are confident that you will carry out
the mandate of your high office with the persever
ance, ingenuity and 'alcl for which you are well known.
My delegation is pleased to coffer you its full co-oper-
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alion ~n m:aking this session a successful and cop.struc- right to self-determination. Recent events in the Mid-
tive one. 1take this opportunity to express my profound dIe East give a clear indication that a comprehensive,
gratitude to your predecessor, Mr. Kittani, who just and lasting peace in the Middle East is now more
held the office during a difficult period. Yet he spared than ever an imperative.
no effort to find solutions to the problems before us, 36. It is regrettable that Iraq and the Islamic Republic
left a clear imprint of patience and skill and displayed of Iran could not resolve their problems except by
exemplary distinction in the conduct of the affairs of war. The conflict continues to threaten the stability
the General Assembly. My delegation wishes to pay of the region and, given the interdependence of rela-
a tribute to thp new Secretary-General for the dynamic, tions among States, contributes to international eco-
courageous and untiring effort and initiative be has nomic dislocation.
already displayed in upholding the principles and
objectives of the United Nations. We are particularly 37. We therefore appeal to the parties to put an end
pleased that he is a son of our Latin American region to the hostilitie!; and to arrive at a negotiated settle-
and we pledge the support of the Commonwealth of ment in accordance with Security Council resolutions
the Bahamas for his continuing efforts in the pursuit 479 (1980) and 514 (1982). We are profoundly appre-
of peace and harmony among nations. ciative of the Secretary-General's co-ordinated media-

tion efforts aimed at preventing a further prolonga-
31. It is fortuitous that I !ihould be addressing the tion of the conflict and at finding a solution to the
Assembly today, 12 October 1982, the ·fj;)ur hundred differences to the two sides.
and ninetieth anr.iversary of the land~ag by the in-
tre~ld mariner Christopher Columbus en Ule island 38. The South Atlantic has not been spared the use
now known as San Salvador in the Commonwealth of force, costly in both human and material terms.
of th~ Bahamas. That event, as we all know, marked We would encourage the parties to bring about a formal
the beginning of a new era in the history of the world end to the conflict in order that negotiations may
and of the Americas. The Bahamas is proud of the commence with a view to afinaJ and lasting settlement.
role which fate destined it to play in the early history 39. The Bahamas is concen~ed by the violation of
of our hemisphere, and it is ~n this spirit that the the fundamental principles on which the Organiza-
Bahamas wishes to plac~, on rtlcord its intention to tion is founde4, expecially the principle that the
bring before the Assembly at the appropriate time a ~breat or use of force in international relations is
resolmion to ~ommemorate the quincentennial anni- p;ohibited. This principle is particularly significant
versary of Columbus's arrh'a1 in the New World. for small States and territories with limited resources.
32. The Bahamas has (j~voted itself to the establish- 40. The dispute between Guyana and Venezuela
ment and development of a peaceful and stable world owing to the latter's revival of A claim to Guyana's
omer. This iti .<11 essential prerequisite if progress is territory is another area ofconcern in our hemisphere.
to continue towards improving the 'luality of life of The Bahamas accepts that a judicial solution to this
our own people and that ofother nations of the world. problem has already been found under inte:rnational
Yet, as one reviews the international situation over law. We urge that Venezuela respi;:ct Guyana's terri-
the past year, it is evident that peate and security torial integrity and that the two parties arrive at a
have been frequently ;;hattered, with very serious peaceful solution in the spirit of the purposes and
consequences, in various regions. A number of CQO- principles of the Charter and of the agreements con-
flicts have interrupted international tranquillity and cluded between them.
resulted in heavy !Qsses of huma'1 life and consider-
able material darn~geo 41. We continue to hope for an early, peaceful and

comprehensive solution to the situation in Cyprus.
33. We in the Bahamas are profoundly saddened We are cognizant of the gravity of the situation and
by the events in Lebanon. We believe in the sanctity of its implications for the well-being of the peoples
of human life in a world seemingly desensitized by involved and for the continuance of their national
violence and murder. ""e therefore deplore the m~..s§ unity, based on their collective will, unhindered by
murders, particularly of innocent men, women and outside forces. However, we must begin seriously to
children, in the refugee camps of Sabra and ShaHla. consider measures for improving the effectiveness of
Those responsible for such atrocities should be held the Organization, for in the Cyprus question we see
accountable. Unless the United Nations is able to onCf.; again a situation where the decisions taken by
deal effectively with such situations so as to serve as the Organization have not led to significant progress.
a deterrent to others, then it will indeed become a 42. Peace is indivisible. Violations of peace are to
useless institution. be deplored. Indeed, ret;ourse to the use of force is
34. The wishes of the Government and people of apparently becoming a norm in international relations,
Lebanon must be respected and its sovereignty and to the detriment of countries both large and small.
territorial integrity restored. Accordingly, we urge J'he proscription of the threat or use of force, the
the speedy withdrawal of all foreign forces from principles of sovereignty, independence, territorial
LebanOi1. We are also deeply disapPQinted by the integrity, non-interference in the internal affairs of
absence of full compliance with the series of Security States and the peaceful settlement of disputes are
Council resolutions on this matter. The use of force indispensable norms of international life which must
against any nation must not tate the place of reason. be respected by all.

35. The right of all nations, including Israel and 43. The world economy continues to be caught in
Lebanon, to exist in peace and security must be the most severe recession since the great depression
respected. There must also be recognition of the legit- of the 1930s, The per capita gross national product
imate rights of the Pa~estinian peuple, including tbeir for developing countries as a whole has fallen for the
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first time since ~be 1950s. The present downward
spiral follows two decades of exceptional growth
and development in both industrialized and developing
countries. But now there are serious doubts with
respect to the prospects of growth during the rest of
the decade. The concern of Governments with imme
diate domestic problems has intensified; protectionist
tendencies have re-emerged; recessio'n, inflation and
high interest rates in the developed countries have
had an adverse impact on tourism and financial and
technological resources flows, especially foreign direct
i~vestment, in the developing countries.
44. It is hoped that agreement can be reached on
the framework and early launching of global negotia
tions. The asymmetrical nature of the interdepende:lce
between States has underscored the need for meas
ures to redress the structural imbalances in the
world economy, particularly in the areas of trade, raw
materials, energy, money and finance. In our view,
recovery and global negotiations should not be re
garded as incompatible. The participating heads of
Government at the Versaiiles Economic Summit in
June agreed that the launching of global negotiations
was a major political objective. That was a positive
development. But further efforts in good faith are re
quired to resolve the amendments and counter-amend
ments to the proposal of the Group of 77 regarding the
basis for consultations.
45. Interdependence and the consequent necessity
for international economic co-operation are basic
principles of international economic relations, as
amply reflected in the International Development
Strategy for the Third United Nations Development
Decade. The uncertainty which has clouded interna
tional economic co-operation must be removed. Inter
national co-operation must again be set on the track
towards world economic recovery and ecnnomic
development of the developing countries.
46. During the three Qe~ades that the General As
sembly has been considering the question ofapartheid,
the overwhelming majority of mankind has rallied to
the cause of eliminating that affront to human dignity.
In this International Year of Mobilization for Sanc
tions against South Africa, the international com
munity should continue to take energetic and con
certed action in support of the legitimate struggle of
the oppressed peoples of South Africa for human
rights. The ne~d for collective action is underscored
by the continuing designation by South Africa of so
called independent homelands and by threats and
acts of aggression against the front-line States of
southern Africa.
47. While the case of the violation of human rights
in South Africa is a blatant and obviollS one, the
existence and persistence of human rights violations
throughout the world, in States Members of the United
Nations, cannot be denied. The United Nations system
has developed an increasingly ccmplex network of
international instruments and machinery to address
the problems of human rights violations. Yet lack of
consensus on human rights issues, double standards
and a growing trend towards selectivity have un
doUbtedly impeded the efficiency of this machinery.
Unless the United Nations is prepared constructively
to utilize existing human rights machinery in a non
political, humanitarian manner, universally appJi-

cable solutions to problems of human rights violations
will not be found.
48. The direct responsibility of the United Nations
for Namibia cannot end until genuine self-determina
tion and independence are achieved in a uniteod Nami
bia. My delegation is aware of reports of continuin.c
mediation efforts by the Western contact group and
of guarded progress in resolving the outstanding
issues. Nevertheless, we cail upon South Africa to
desist from defying resoluticns adopted by the United
Nations for the early independence of Namibia.
South Africa should not continue to use extraneous
issues as an excuse for delaying or refusing to co
operate in tbe emancipation of Namibia.

49. At the recently concluded second special session
of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament,
the Bahamas stated that the challenge facing us ail
was how to move from awareness, statements of
intent, machinery and procedures to genuine and
concrete disarmament measures. The Bahamas also
elaborated briefly on how that challenge could be
squarely and honestly met. Yet it seemed that we
could not resolve the contradictions that existed
between motivation, words and action, and that
special session ended in failure. Increased milita
rization, far beyond legitimate security needs, only
serves to inC'.rease international tension and exac
erbate international conflict. Thus, it behoves us all
-nUClear-weapon States, militarily signiflCaDt States,
non-militarily significant States-to work collectively
towards significant disarmament measures which
will restore the confidence of our peoples in the worth
and effectiveness of the United Nations.

50. Mankind can no longer justify tbe enormous
resources spent on armaments. The poverty, hunger
and underdevelopment that face so many States
demand a redirection of those valuable resources.
In addition, the potential destructiveness of those
modem weapon systems is reason enough to bring
mankind to its senses and to the realization of man's
true purpose in this universe. My delegation realizes
that some progress has been made towards disarm:'
ament, but we must 'register our strong concern at
the slow pace of tbat progress.

51. The problem of drug abuse has come to be re
garded, rightfully, as a universal one. It affects every
region of the world. Over the past several years, the
Latin American region has seemingly become a new
focal point for international drug traffickers, as pro
duction and trafficking, primarily in cannabis, hashish,
cocaine and methaqualone have significantly in
creased. The Bahamas, once uninvolved in such mat
ters, has become increasingly alarmed by the reaK-za
tion that it has become a major conduit for the illicit
traffic moving from sources and supply centres in
South America to large and profitable consumption
centres in North America and Europe.

52. In this connection the Bahamas was pleased to
be elected to the Commission on Narcotic Drugs. It
had its first opportunity, at the seventh special ses
sion, held at Vienna in February of this year, to voice
its concern with regard to the illicit traffic in t:tc Latin
American region and, in particular, in the Carib
bean sub-region. The dilemma of transit States cannot
be overstated. They can exercise·no control over the
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illicit production of or the illicit demand for narcotic view that the present tend{tn{:y of bypassing the Orga-
drugs. As victims of international drug traffickers, nization in situations where it should and could play
they are forced to sacrifice much to control a prob- a vital, constructive role is damaging and dangerous
lem that is not of their making. The Bahamas is there- for the future of the United Nations.
fore grateful for United Nations intervention in the 59. The Bahamas is of the view lhat a major role
form of a study of the problems of transit States. should be played by the United Nations in dealing with
53. The strengthening of international. respon£~ to issues of universal concern and in taking the initia-
the problem of drug abuse is vital. The Bahamas tive in the promotion of international peace, justice
therefore views the adoption at the thirty-sixth ses- and co-operation. We reaffirm ~ur commitment to
sion of the General Assembly of the International Drug making this body a more effective instrument in
Abuse Control Strategy, and the five-year programme bringing about positive changes in the world.
of action to implement the Strategy [resolution 36/ 60. Mr. TALEB IBRAHIMI (Algeria)(interprelalion
168], as a significant step. Drug trafficking can affect from Arabic): First of all, I should like to address
any State, whether producer, consumer or transit. to you, Sir, the warm congratulations of the Algerian
In this regard it is the hope of the Bahamas that initia- delegation on your accession to the important position
tives undertaken to focus, within the context of the of President of the General Assembly. We are par-
Strat~gy, on the actual movement of illicit drugs will ticularly glad to see you assume this diftkult respon-
be supported. sibility because you represent a country, Hungary,
54. Only consistency of purpose at the bilateral, with which Algeria has established excellent rela-
regional and intemationallevels will retard illicit pro- tions of friendship and co-operation. You have suc-
duction of, traffic in and demand for narcotic drugs. ceeded Mr. Kittani, who for one year placed his great
Despite its limited resources the Bahamas will con- experience and ability as an accomplished diplomat at
tinue, in conjunction with Member States and the the service of the Organization. I should also like to
United Nations t to play an active role in the struggle congratulate Mr. Perez de Cuellar for the dynamism
against drug abuse. he has shown in discharging his mandate since his
55. The Third United Nations Conference on the election to the high post of Secretary-General.
Law of the Sea has succeeded, after many years of 61. The Assembly is faced from one session to an-
lengthy negotiations, in producing a Convention which other with the same challenge of how to build a truly
is unprecedented in scope and size-a major milestone universal peace. The fact t~lat this is almost a per-
in international co-operation and a fundamental con- macent challenge might lead one to believe that the
tribution to international order and stability. A com- United Nations can only continue to wish for beneficial
prehensive document which is in many respects in- achievements which would give full significance to
novative bas been negotiated. Compromises have the concepts of convergence and harmonization on
been made to arrive at a generally acceptable con- which this assembly of nations is based.
vention which constitutes a delicate balance between 62. In the statements made since the opening of the
conflk.ting interests. Within the United Nations general debate the same concern has emerged over
system, the work of the Conference is an example the crisis in international relations as a whole and the
for the international community of what can be serious problems facing our world. There have been
achieved by multilateral negotiations. two points that we have all been obliged to make:
56. The Bahamas is an archipelagic nation. We are first, the lucid analyses that from year to year have
therefore particularly gratified that the United Nations highlighted the primary causes of the critical state of
Convention on the Law of the Sea4 contains provi- our world and the dangers for the f~ure of mankind;
sions for the delimitation of the national frontiers of secondly, the international community~s inability reso-
archipelagic States. This Convention corrects a serious lutely to tac.kle these primary causes and prevent
omission in the law of the sea, as the two previous these dangers.
texts did not address the circumstances peculiar to 63. But promoting true peace requires that we go
archipelagic States. beyond simply being aware of the dreadful realities
57. We had hoped the Convention would receive of international life; nor can it simply be reduced
the unanimous support ofthe international community, to diagnosing, however correct our diagnosis may be.
and we continue to hope that it will. It is none the less What is certainly needed is a break, a change, in
our sincere desire that those governments that have so attitude and conduct which have broadened tension
far indicated their non-participation will, in the final and ir:.security. Unless we have such a break, such
analysis, .come to the conclusion that their national a change, the international community will not be able
interests would be best secured by participation in to put an end to systematic violations of the principles
the new form of true international co-operation rep- of the Charter.
resented by the Convention. 64; In these circumstances, we can hardly be sur-
58. The report ofthe Secretary-General on the work prised that the picture of our world today is one of
of the Organization raised the central issue of the anarchy where the unleashing of unbridled force
capacity of the United Nations to keep the peace crushing the elementary principles and values of law
and to serve as a forum for negotiations. The Baha- shows the failure of policies based only on power
mas congratulates the Secretary-Gen~ral on the plays and relationships of force. The tragedy of the
approach taken in his first report and concurs with Palestinian people is the most dramatic illustration of
his analysis of the factors and circumstances which this. Indeed, the Palestinian problem, which has
appear to have contributed to the impaired effective- dominated international affairs and the work of the
ness of the Organization. We subscribe also to the Organization this entire past year, is the most sig-
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nificant and disturbing example of the crisis of the and determination to go on until it succeeds, it has
world today. The denial of justice to the Palestinian inevitably become the target of attempts to crush it.
people has made this issue a major crisis of our age, 71. Therefore, after all kinds of politica!, economic
one that leads to the most serious dangers for interna- and militaO' pressures have been brought to bear on
tional peace and security. it, attacks are now directed, through that organiza-
65. The crime against humanity which was per- tion, against the very basis of unity and solidarity in
petrated in Beirut and witnessed by the entire world our continent. But the crisis of OAU, although an
was committed when a situation had lasted for too African matter, is not exceptional in nature and must
long, one in which an entire people's right to l!ve was be overcome by the efforts and the determination of
denied. That crime was perpetrated because of con- its members. However, although these difficulties are
stant encouragement and unlimited resources given to transitory, that does not lessen the responsibility of
the Zionist policy of aggression. Can we add to that those that caused them, and cannot be used as a pre-
horror by emphasizing the fact that it was only after text for considering it less necessary to search to-
the departure of their defenders that thousands of gether, as in the past, for solutions to the problems
women and children were massacred? facing Africa, the most important of which remains
66. Is there any need for me to recall that the Pales- that of eliminating colonialism and racist domination.
tine Liberation Organization [PLO] decided on with- 72. The tragedy being played out in the southern
drawal of its armed forces, not because it was reluctant part of Africa becomes more grim with each passing
to sacrifice its fighters, but precisely out of respect day. The policy of apartheid, universally condemned
for a civilian population which had paid with its blood as a crime against humanity, is also constantly being
a noble ransom of solidal;ty. What a contrast, what a expanded. The illegal occupation of Namibia con-
significant contrast, between infamy and respect for tinues and is being consolidated, while brutal aggres-
human life. The PLO thus gave us proof of its ability sion against African States in the region is inten-
to use well its considerable political and military sifying. This situation demands that the international r .
resources to advance its cause. In leaving that theatre community continue to mobilize in support of the
of operation the PLO at the same time broadened the cause of the South African people, their emancipa-
strategic base of its action and its hold on the people. tion and freedom to determine their future. It also
67. In the resolute struggle waged by the Palesti- demands the impositon of a total embargo and com-
nian ~~ople under the leadership of the PLO, its sole prehensive sanctions against South Africa. Only such
legitimate representative, the Beirut battle symbolizes a response can put an end to the policy ofdefiance and
both the stubborn resistance and the spirit of respon- aggression of the Pretoria regime.
sibility which prove the authenticity of a national 73. As regards Namibia, it is time for the interna-
liberation war. Therefore it would be wrong to expect tional consensus on the inalienable right of the Nami-
a soiution in the Middle East without the Palestinian bian people to independence and the legjtimacy of its
people or, a fortiori, &gainst them. More than ever struggle, under the leadership of its sole represen-
~fore, the recognition of tbe national rights of the tative, SWAPO, to be given practical effect. It is time
Palestinian people, above all their right to establish a for the \'lestern Powers that have the duty· and the
State in their homeland, is essential to a just and means of influencing the policy of the Pretoria regime
lasting peace in the Middle East. to do what is incumbent on them and to shoulder
68. This is moreover, the very substance of the their responsibility, because they have a commitment
international community's consensus on a settlement to the international community concerning the pro-
of the crisis in the Middle East. It is the duty of th~ cess of independence for Namibia.
United Nations to fulfil its responsibilities and make 74. In north-west Africa the conflict between the
possible the implementation of this consensus, thereby people of Western Sahara and the occupying Power,
ensuring a return to peace in the Middle East. It must the Kingdom of Morocco, has been a matter of con-
react with specific action and bold decisions that at stant concern to the international community since
last ensure justice for the Palestinian people. 1975. It is thus natural that OAU and the United

Nations should have attempted to find a just and de
69. The plots hatched against the Palestinian resist- finitive solution to this problem borne of the side-
ance, like, those we see in other parts of the world, tracking of the process that should have lea- to. the
force us to say that there seems to be a planned policy
for destroying solidarity, a strategy for splitting region- decolonization of Western Sahara. The Organization,
al and other political groups, in order to turn back the aware of the justice and legitimacy of the struggle
tide of history and re-establish imperial domination waged by the people of Western Sahara, led .by the
in the third world countries faced with many problems POLISARIO, has thus constantly called for the
and trying despite a thousand difficulties to find solu- exercise by the peo~~e of Western Sahara of their

right freely to determine their own future, and in Gen-
tians in keeping with the aspirations of their peoples. eral Assembly resolution 36/46 called for negotiations
70. Against this background certain actions against between Morocco and POLISARIO.
the Organization of African Unity [OAU] are of par- 75. OAU, for its part, aware of the dangers of the
ticular concern to us. Its very birth bore witness to
the victories won through the struggle of the African continuing conflict in the region, has made a respon-

. sible attempt to find ways and means of moving to-
peoples In the decolonization prc.!:ess, and OAU was wards a solution consistent with its charter and prin-
from the outset a means of completing this liberation ciples.
of the continent in all areas and a bulwark of African
freedom against all threats. Since OAU has to its credit 76. It is thus encouraging to see that one of the two
constant action in solidarity with all freedom fighters parties to the conflict, the Sahraoui Amb Democratic
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Republic, continues to demonstrate a high sense of ber of attempts being made to stifle the forces of
responsibility to the cause. of peace and of Africa by progress by resorting to intimidation and destabiliza-
expressing its willinbDess to seek a political settlement. tion techniques, and denying the peoples'right freely
It simply remains for us to hope that the voice of rea- to choose their political system and their own path of
son, or simply commoa sense, will end by triumphing development.
and that there will be victory for a national liberation 82. In international economic relations, the present
cause that has been recognized as such by the intema- situation is extremely disturbing. Inseparable from
tional community and that this will make it possible to the deterioration in the international political environ-
marshal all energies and exploit all wealth for the ment. the world economic crisis is deepening and
greater benefit of the fraternal peoples of the region, worsening. The international economic system, a
united by the same historical experience and a com- source of inequality and a privileged area in terms of
mon future. continuing relationships of domination, is now prey
77. Disturbing trends in international affairs, in the to major upheavals. The disruption in the world
form of hotbeds of tension in the third world, are economy highlights the intrinsic limits of an order
also to be found in the serious barriers to promotion that is doomed because it has not adapted to the de-
of a true international dialogue. Whether It be disarm- velopment needs of two thirds of the human race. The
ament or international economic relations, we can haphazard measures that have been advocated by the
see a paralysis in the channels of negotiation, a disrup- developed countries simply do not work, and this is
tion of the machinery of consultations. additional proof that the order is collapsing.

78. Against this background, the recogni.l·~d failure 83. Against this background, it is hardly surprising
of the second special session of the General Assembly that the economic situation of the developing coun-
on disarmament reveals the difficulties and the infernal tries sbould have continued to deteriorate. When we
logic of this kind of confrontation. While the interna- look regularly at the balance sheets, we can see that
tional community came to the lofty conclusion that there has been a continued increase in poverty and
security cannot be achieved by a build-up of arms, the ravages of hunger. Under-development of two
and while there has been a tenfold increase in destruc- thirds of the human race is one of the main features
tive potential of the arsenals of the nuclear Powers to of the world t~ay, and the gloomy prospects in view
destroy the entire human species, the opportunity of of continuing trends over the years and decades to
moving forward in international negotiations on come .are indeed threatening.
disarmament, getting us out of the rot of the discus- 84. This precarious world economic situation high-
sions of the past, has not been seized. However, on #. h d #. #. •
this vital issue where the data is perfectly clearly lights more than ever belore t e nee lor a laIr re-
established, there was some hope that the rivalry in the structuring of this anachronistic framework and of the
unbridled arms race would eventually yield to rivalry unequal rules that currently govern intemati(mal
in announcing concrete and effective measures for relations. In that connection, the developing coun
disarmament. tries have spared no effort to relaunch the dialogue

with the developed countries-a comprehensive,
79. However, it must be recognized that the call to responsible dialogue taking account of the realities
reason and the expectations and hopes of our peoples of the developing world and of the growing interde-
have met no response. Furthermore, the conceptual pendence of the world economies; a dialogue covering
edifice patiently built in the Final Document of the all the major issues simultaneously and in a consistent,
Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly interrelated way; a dialogue which, with universal,
[resiJlution S-IO/2], of 1978, has on occasion been chal- democratic participation, would presage our final
lenged in the principles and priorities it established, objective of democratizing international economic
and t~is shows that there has been a move backwards relations. .
in political commitment to true disarmament. This 8S. Those were the bases on which the non-aligned
serious regression was naturally accompanied by in-
creased activity on the part of imperialism and by geo- countries and the Group of 77 conceived the initia-
strategic manreuvres in the third world. This activism tive of global negotiations on international economic
was reflected, inter alia, by obstacles being in- co-operation for development-an initiative that
creasingly placed in the way of the national liber- won the consensus support of the international com-
ation struggle of the peoples, an increase in policies munity with the adoption in 1979 of General Assem-

. . . .. bly resolution 34/138. At a time when the Second
of intervention and destabdlZatlon, the reactivation United Nations Development Decade was ending on a
and opening of military bases and a frantic search strikingly unproductive note, the adoption of that
for military facilities for interventionist purposes. resolution sparked hopes that the developed countries
80. The Indian Ocean was proclaimed a zone of would finally evince the political will to launch a
peace by the United Nations, and yet there is military significant common effort for the benefit of one and
competition and unequalled rivalry there and also ~all. Throughout the past three years the Group of 77
in the M:editerranean, where we have the same foreign has demonstrated flexibility and has been open tv
presence against the wishes of the non-aligned coastal dialogue; it has played a dynamic and constructive role
States. Even Cyprus, a peaceful island, is living in in the search for a commonly acceptable basis for the
a situation that is simply incompatible with its own launching of those global negotiations.
nature as an open-hearted meeting-place for civiliza-
tions and as an independent and non-aligned country. 86. In 1980, at the eleventh special session of the

General Assembly, devoted to economic issues, the
81. Throughout the third world, in Africa, in Asia Group of 77 contributed actively to drafting an agree
and in Latin America, there is an increase in the num- ment which was accepted by almost the ~ntire inter-
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national community. Since then, we have worked per- regional level, a policy of positive good-neighbour-
severingly and many proposals have been made, with liness which embodied the principle of the inviolability
due regard for the requirements of the minority that of frontiers and called for political harmonization and
did not join the consensus. broad-ranging co-operation. This approach was also
87. Thus the Group of 77 took the initiative of put- reflected in our strong belief in the ideals of Arab
. ~ d al· h h . . h unity and African unity, and all efforts to consoli-

tlDg lorwar a propos Wit tree options, Wit a date the basis of our effective solidarity and the har-
view to making possible the urgent launching of
the global negotiations. Unfortunately, the three monious working together of the two groups.
options were not accepte.d-although there was no real 91. Lending our voice to the community of the
negotiation at all. Despite that rejection, the Group of oppressed, within which we forged our deep beliefs
77 once again demonstrated a constructive spirit by and well-tested friendships, and the world of the
taking another initiative in the hope of .removing all deprived, whose situation and aspirations we share,
doubts weighing on the launching of global negotia- Algeria is working to establish international relations
tions. The industrialized countries, however, felt it free of any tinge of domination or exploitation. We
necessary to submit four amendments to that pro- are doing this with perseverance within the United
posal, the product of tremendous compromise. The Nations and within other groups to which we belong.
Group of 77 carefully and responsibly studied th'lse 92. Algeria is a founding member of the non-aligned
amendments, thus demonstrating again its willingness movement, and we have elevated non-alignment to
to co-operate fruitfully, and decided to accept two of a clear commitment and a system of values, a refer-
the four amendments proposed. However, inasmuch ence system which inspires our conduct and deter-
as the other two proposed amendments questioned mines the positions we take. We believe in a great
resolution 34/138 as the pqlitical framework for t~e future for this movement, whose relevance in today's
global negotiations and called into question the deli- world confirms its importance and the correctness of
cate balance between the central role of the General its doctrine. We thus express our deep belief that the
Assembly in the conduct of the global negotiations Seventh Conference of Heads of State or Govern-
and the particular role of the specialized agencies, ment of Non-Aligned Countries, to be held at New
the Group of 77 was unable to accept them. Hence Delhi, will help to strengthen the cohesion and capa-
we venture to hope that the compromise proposals city for action of this movement and strengthen its
of the Group of 77 will eventually be accepted. role'in the international arena.
88. During this period of deteriorating interna- 93. Algeria's assessment of the role of the Organiza-
tional economic relations and given the'iinpasse in the tion is based on that same premise and arises from
North-South dialogue, South-South co-operation the same outlook. It is undeniable that the United
takes on particular importance. As a parallel and sup- Nations has played a globally positive role, due
plement to the efforts at a North-South dialogue, account being taken of the limits imposed on it both
South-South co-operation is part of the major project by its very nature and by the will of the States of
of establishing the new international economic order. which it is composed. Its movement towards uni-
It is in that context th2t the developIng countries versality is proof that it is viewed as a unique forum
have traced a framework and defined the operational for reconciling views in order to seek solutions to the
instruments for the constant strengthening of their problems of our world.
individual and collective autonomy. The Group of 77,
aware that its strength lies in unity among its ranks 94. However, the many shortcomings that have led
and in cohesion in its approach, thus offers a new to the paralysis of the Organization call for a respon-
basis for reinforcing its solidarity. A year after the sible consideration of its future, and indeed this ~
adoption of the Caracas Programme of Action,S its something that the Secretary-General invites us to
implementation has begun with the faith and determina- do in his report on the work of the Organization. The
tion that nurture great hopes. call for the democratization of international relations

and the legitimate desire to strengthen the role of the
89. It is in that international atmosphere that Alge- United Nations and to lift the Organization to the level
ria, having survived more than a hundred years of of its responsibilities, particularly in the field of inter-
darkness, celebrated the twentieth anniversary of its national peace and security, can no longer,be ignored.
independence. Having fully recovered its attributes as
a State, Algeria undertook to consolidate its political 95. The Secretary-General has highlighted the deft-
independence by meeting the requirements of eco- ciencies of the Organization, and thereby emphasized
nomic independence. Eager to preserve its dearly re- the correctnes~ of the politic~ position taken by a
conquered sovereignty and desirous of mutually bene- great majority of Member States, and of our views on
ficial international co-operation, Algeria opted for a the present functioning of the United Nations. World
foreign policy governed by principle and moulded in public opinion can be harsh to the United Nations,
the common destiny which is based on ~ts belonging but we should think about it c.:arefully, because the
to the Arab world, the African world, the Moslem United Nations is in fact based on a profess~()n of
world and the third world. At the same time, it codi- faith of our peoples, which it would be dangerous to
fied in its national charter and Constitution the fun- treat lightly.
damental principles of a diplomadc policy which sets 96. Foremost among the factors t....at have immobi..
peace and development, so intimateiy rel~ted, as its lized the Organization, while dangers are mounting and
objective, and the principles of the Unit.ed Nations all .eyes are fixed on us, is undoubtedly the abuse
as the inviolable guide of its -::onduc!. of the veto in the Security Council, which demon-
90. Having rediscovered the benefits of peace,. Alge- strates the great gap that nIJw exists between the
ria undertook to promote in good faith, at the Slt~- spirit of the rule of unanim~ty and the use made of it.
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mankind because of its dazzling a~hievements, which
should be used to move man forward in the constant,
ceaseless effort to reach a higher level and to live in
peace.
101. My Government is aware, of course, of the dif
ficulties which stand in the way of the achievement
of this goal, especially at the present ti~e, which
is dominated by exacerbated nationalism instead of by
the noble, visionary, universalist purposes and prin
ciples of the United Nations. There can be no doubt
that each and every one of us mus~ make an effort, an
outstanding effort, to halt the devastating wave of
violence which has shaken the world, in spite of the
existence of an impressive system of international
organizations, the centre of which is the United
Nations, devoted to the promotion of international
harmony.

102. To some extent the peoples of the world are
being deceived when they disregard the United Nations
in the frontal assault on w~r, guerrilla warfare, ter
rorism, torture and foreign intervention in- the in
ternal affairs of States. Also, the peoples of the world
are in fact being thwarted when the United Nations is
not allowed to stop repression of democratic move
ments which seek changes in unjust economic and
social structures by peaceful electoral methods.

103. Violations of human rights, violations of civil,
political, economic, social and cultural rights must
receive priority attention by the United Nations.
More vigorous action is needed, for we have gone
beyond thf~ stage of mere declarations which proclaim
and define' those rights and now an effort must be
made, realistically and with a keen sense of urgency,
to perfect and put into practice the international
instruments which have been created to promote the
fundamental freedoms of every person everywhere.

104. In this connection it is fitting to stress one
of the most impressive of the revolutions that have
occurred in the past three decades, but one which
has gone 12.rgely unnoticed by the majority of the peo
ples of the world. I am referring, of course, to the
fact that it has finally been recognized that the indi
vidual is a subject of international public law and can
resort to the appropriatej~risdictionalbodies on human
rights when domestic means of protection have been
exhausted, do not exist, or have serious imperfec
tions. Within the United Nations, the Human Rights
Comm:!iee must be strengthened and, above all, the
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights [resolution 2200 A (XXI),
cmnex] must be ratified. Both instruments must be
signed and mtified by all Members of the United
Nations, because that would benefit the man in the
street in all nations and be a victory of far-reaching
consequences.

105. The average citizen of the nations represented
here trusts the good judgement of those who govern
to ensure the well-being to which he is entitled, but
which he may not obtain because he is not aware
of the new machinery which could be used and cannot
bring pressure to bear on his Government to abide
by the commitments entered into when it signed the
Charter. Human rights and the Uni:ted Nations, it
should be remembered, are indissolubly linked. If-they
were not in the Charter, then the Organization would

In view of this development, which is increasingly
prejudicial to the credibility and effectiveness of the
United Nations, it is urgent that the international
community reconsider the way in which the Security
Council functions and subject it to a strict review in
the light of political ethics so as to restore to that body
its original purpose. The vitality of the United Nations
and its ability to hold high those principles tbat estab
lish its moral strength could then be demonstrated
by its ability to establish and pre~rve real universal
peace.
97. If this session were to lead to a real determina
tion on the part of Member States truly to make the
United Nations the centre for the harmonization of
the actions of nations in the attainment of common
ends, and if the most powerful of them were to reflect
that determination in a change of attitude and con
duct, then we would have reason to encourage our
peoples' belief in the great future of the Organization.
98. Mr. VOLIO JIMENEZ (Costa Rica) (interpre
tation from Spanish): Mr. President, I am pleased to
join in the expressions of pleasure at your election.
Your brilliant record makes you well qualified to
occupy your lofty post and skilfully to conduct our
complex proceedings. I am also very pleased that a
Latin American has been called upon to be the Sec
retary-General. His fame is well earned. His election
not only crowns a life devoted to the common good
and to harmony among nations but also heralds a new
current sweeping through Latin America which sug
gests that the people of our area will play a more
fruitful, vigorous, imaginative and co-operative part
represented in world affairs, particularly in the United
Nations. What the Secretary-General has accom
plished in a short time is new and encouraging. His
report on the work of the Organization speaks di
rectly of matters of high impartance with clarity and
precision, and it contains sharp, frank and very valu
able observations.
99. The leadership provided by the Secretary-Gen
eral goes precisely in the direction that my Govern
ment feels the United Nations should move in. In
order to restore much of the faith in the Organization
which has been lost, especially that of the common
man of the Member States, the United Nations must
participate more directly and in a more 'decisive and
inventive manner in order to prevent serious con
flicts and to resolve them when the violence which
has been unleashe~ requires n'lat we reiterate in a
dramatic manner the commitm.ent to peace whh:h
States made when th\~y signed the C~arter.

100. Violence makes it impossible to achieve peace
by means of persll'.asion, good offices and mediation.
Member St~tes must make a special effort, based on
good f8ith and corresp':>nding deeds, to see that the
machinery provided by thf.: Charter is used to prevent
and resolve conflicts. Moreover, they have a duty to ,
do so, a legal and moral duty. Repeated failure to .
respect the purposes of the Charter only causes pro
found disenchantment with the United Nations at pre
cisely the time when action by the Organization is
needed to moderate the conduct of its Members.
Those Members seen to be in the grip of atavistic
forces that have stigmatized the twentieth century.
But the twentieth centurY stiould be remembered as
one of the most significant centuries in the history of
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lose its primary characteristic, which makes it different being. The right to vote, in particular, makes possible
fro!J any other organization created before 1945 and pluralist participation in the choice of government.
which makes it possible for it to fight against the By means of the vote the right to self·determination,
scourge of war. embodied by the United Nations in a number of ~ost
106. We must take a similar stand on other intema- important documents, is exercised. . .
tional instruments relating to the protection of human 110. For this purpose nothing can replace free peri.
rights, such as the International Convention on the odical and fair elections. The use of violence, such
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, as terrorism and guerrilla warfare, can certainly not
in partiCUlar apartheid, and also the procedures used replace the right to vote. The former is a blot on modem
by the Commission on Human Rights, of which Costa society, although it has a long history. Among some
Rica is a member, must be improved. The Commis· totalitarian forces there is a tendency to exalt ter.
sion must be freed from political interests and influ· i'orism as a means of social struggle. But fortunately,
ences which all too frequently disrupt and even ob- mankind has reacted vigorously against any justifi.
struct its work and thereby prejudice the interests of cation of this kind of political and social action. Man..
the thousands of individuals who look to that body as kind supports instead a d~mocratic struggle for the
a last resort to protect them from arbitrary action dignity of all human beings and particularly thrJse
by their rulers. that have been excluded from the productive main.
107. The Government of Costa Rica applauds the stream of society. We must take advantage of this
decision to convert the Division on Human Rights healthy universal reaction to perfect national and
into a Centre and we think that this is a decision that international juridical means of dealing with this
refects a desire better to protect and defend all free- very serious threat to peace. The latter, guerrilla
doms by perfecting ehisting instruments and designing warfare, which also has a long history, has become a
new ones on the basis of experience. For example, very important factor nowadays. There is sometimes
before assuming my present post I had the honour of a great deal of ambivalence about guerrilla warfare.
being appointed by the Commission on Human Rights When it is a question of peoples exercising their
and by the Secre:ary..General to act on two recent right to rebellion, it is often a last resort in defending
occasions in an Mrican country as rapporteur and as an their fundamental freedoms. On the other hand, when
expert, respectively, while collaborating with the the right to vote is a possibility and when there are
Government in the improvement of institutions pro· other ways of ensuring the smooth functioning of
lecting fundamental freedoms after that country had democracy, guerrilla warfare appears to be a totaJi·
suffered under a cruel dictatorship. Fortunately, very tarian weapon which disrupts society in a profound
positive results were achieved. I mention this because and often irreparable manner. It is thus an ally of
it makes it quite clear that the Commission can find anarchy which destroys any effort to bring about the
new courses of action to carry out its important task common good.
and because this sheds new light on Costa Rica's
initiative as regards the creation of the post of United Ill. Therefore, in order to replace bullets by votes,
Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. it was decided, at the meeting of Foreign Ministers
Experience has shown that when United Nations on 4 October in San Jose, Costa Rica, to create a body
procedures are particularly flexible and diverse in to promote and advise on the subject of democratic
carrying out its essential mandate to promote and elections, the purpose of which would be to ensure an
protect human rights those rights can be better pro- electoral system throughout the continent, promote
tected and more people understand what the Organi- and foster this process in the Americas and provide
zation is for and what it is all about. People also then advice on the practice of the system to countries re·
feel en~ouraged and cope moce vigorously and per- questing it.
severingly with adversity, anguish, humiliation and the
kind of pain that they experience on a daily basis as 112. The recent tragic events relating to the coura..
they strive to ensure that those that govern them geous trade union, Solidarity, in Poland have aroused
respect their digni~y. world public opinion regarding the subject of the right

to work. Costa Rica believes that the United Nations
108. Ofcourse all human rights are important. With.. should promote days ofstudy on work and other rights
out them international peace is an illusion. At· the related to it, such as the freedom to create trade unions
moment, however, I want to refer to the right to vote, independent of Governments. My Govemment sug.
the right to work and the right to life. And I want to gests that the United NatiQns arrange a seminar with
make a general comment on economic and social h ... .. d h h d·
rights, which also play a major role in the important hig ·Ievel participation to conSider 10 ept tea ml~
task of creating a community of nations more free rabh~ encyclical Laborem Excercens of His Holiness

Pope John Paul II as a contribution to peace. The
from tension and combating the present erosion of encyclical will arouse the awareness of the peoples
efforts in support of peace. and may ensure that Governments reach appropriate
109. The right to vote ensures the right to political decisions which will mitigate the tension that leads
participation in all areas at all levels. It makes it pas.. to social injustice and endangers peace. In the hope
sible for the people of the world to be the true forgers that this idea of a seminar will be accepted by the
of their destiny instead of this being done by minority United Nations, the Government of Costa Rica takes
cliques and those that have seized power and the rep- this opportunity of offering its capital as the head·
resentation of the majorities on the pretext of the quarters.
alleged inability of those that know what is best for
the development of the personality of the nation and 113. We should bear in mind the basic thinking of

I how to contribute intelligently to the common well· His Holiness, or at least this essential part:
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lose its primary characteristic, which makes it different being. The right to vote, in particular, makes possible
fro!J any other organization created before 1945 and pluralist participation in the choice of government.
which makes it possible for it to fight against the By means of the vote the right to self·determination,
scourge of war. embodied by the United Nations in a number of ~ost
106. We must take a similar stand on other intema- important documents, is exercised. . .
tional instruments relating to the protection of human 110. For this purpose nothing can replace free peri.
rights, such as the International Convention on the odical and fair elections. The use of violence, such
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to work. Costa Rica believes that the United Nations
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task of creating a community of nations more free rabh~ encyclical Laborem Excercens of His Holiness

Pope John Paul II as a contribution to peace. The
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alleged inability of those that know what is best for
the development of the personality of the nation and 113. We should bear in mind the basic thinking of

I how to contribute intelligently to the common well· His Holiness, or at least this essential part:
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HCommitment to justice must be closely· linked
with commitment to peace in the modem world."

This is linked to the role of work and the worker in
the quett far peace:

u ••• human work is a key, probably the essential
key, to the whole social question, if we try to see
that question really from the point of view of man's
good. And if the solution-or rather, the gradual
solution-of~hesocial question, which keeps coming
up and becomes ever more complex, must be sought
in the direction of "making life more human', then
the key, namely human work, acquires fundamental
and decisive importance."

Furthermore, another cardinal principle enunciated by
John Paul 11 should also be stressed here-the ethical
value of work

"which clearly and directly remains linked to the
fact that the one who carries it out is a person, a
conscious and free subject, that is to say, a subject
who decides about himself."

And here the Pope of the workers pauses to empha
size the subjective dimension of work, rising from its
dignity:

" ... the basis for determining the value of human
work is not primarily the kind of work being done,
but the fact that the one who is doing it is a person."

114. Equally enlightening are some other thoughts
which I shall now sum up. First, rejection of "mate
rialistic and economistic thought", which equates
work with goods and is the source of unheard of,
inhumane exploitation, even today, when the con
cept of capitalism at any cost has been tempered.
Hence, a different approach must be adopted-one
which comprehends the working man:

" ... in accordance with the true dignity of his
work-that is to say, ... as subject and maker, and,
for this very reason, as the true purpose of the
whole process of production."

Secondly, the strengthening of worker solidarity, not
only because there are many different kinds of work
and because there are still many injustices which de
rive from the liberal socio-political system, but also
because:

"On the world level, the development of civili
zation and of communications has made possible a
more complete diagnosis of the living and working
conditions of man globally, but it has also revealed
other forms of injustice, much more extensive than
those which in the last century stimulated unity
between workers for particular solidarity in the
working world. This is true in countries which
have completed a certain process of industrial
revolution. It is also true ~n countries where the
main working milieu continues to be agriculture or
other similar occupations."

Thirdly, work, at the same time 'as it promotes a hier
archy of duties, is:

" ... a source of rights on the part of the worker.
These rights must be examined in the broad context
of human rights as a whole, which are connatural
with man."

.His Holiness also defends the right to association
for the defence of the vital interests of "those em
ployed in the various professions".

liS. The right to life, furthermore, has aroused and
continues to arouse considerable polemics in all
countries, in regard to the question of the death pen
alty. The United Nations has not remained on the
sidelines of that important discussion, as is shown by
the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. In order to shed new light on the subject of
capital punishment and to link it, as it must be linked,
to the struggle for the protection of fundamental
human rights, the Government of Costa Rica has
convened a world congress to commemorate the one
hundredth anniversary of the abolition of the death
penalty in Costa Rica. My Government and the peo
ple of Costa Rica hope that many will participate in
the conference. We wish to create a climate which
would lead to the abolition of such a drastic punish
ment, which is so prone to error and arbitrary use.
Costa Rica would be greatly honoured if the Secretary
General would be present at the opening of that con
gress in December this year. My Government also
supports the efforts of all countries which advocate
abolition of the death penalty and particularly the
efforts by the delegations of the Federal Republic of
Germany and Sweden.

116. As I have already stressed, economic, social
and cultural rights are no less important and deserve
our full attention. The comparison between those
rights and civil and political rights-a comparison
that was valid in an earlier time for the purpose of
stressing the former, is outmoded. It is today gen
erally recognized that the enjoyment of social justice
in liberty is indispensable. But if economic, social and
cultural rights, enshrined in the International Cov
enant, are to be enjoyed, there must be transforma
tions in the structures of States, which is much more
difficult to achieve than changes needed to bring about
the enjoyment of this other set of rights. Such struc
tures are the heirs to odious privileges of the few,
which have been prejudicial to the rights of the many
dispossessed. They also represent cruel forms of re
pression, perhaps more ruthless and inhumane than
those generated by lack of respect for the funda
mental rights and freedoms of men and citizens,
because they intensify the pain and despair of the
weakest. Moreover, the changes that are needed to
bring about the enjoyment of economic and social
rights require more time and more financial and tech
nological resources, as well as a degree of national
and international consensus that is much greater and
more solid in nature. For that reason, the United
Nations must concern itself with showing Member
States that here, too, there are real causes of dis
content that affect world peace in a direct way and
with devastating force. Governments would thus be-

r come more interested in the social reforms that are
. required.

117. The Government of Costa Rica is also con
cerned about other problems that tend to work against
peace. With greater eloquence than mine, represen
tatives have referred to the catastrophic develop
ments in the world economy, which have had a dev
astating effect on the development and political
stability of the vast mC\iority of States Members of
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the United Nations. Today I should like to ado my
voice to the powerful voices that have spoken out in
alarm and protest against this state of affairs. In par
ticular I should like to highlight the situation in Latin
America.

118. The year 1981 was one of the worst of the
post-war period from the economic standpoint. All
the indices suggest that there will be a greater dete
rioration in the immediate future. The stagnation of
our economies, the galloping inflation which charac
terizes most of our economies, the deterioration in
the terms of trade and the serious disequilibrium in
the balance of payments which accompanies it disrupt
social peace and make it more difficult to tind demo
cratic political solutions to the serious problems be
setting many countries.

119. Our region has seen its external debt doubled
in only three years, and today it exceeds $240 billion.
This is the result of an attempt to replace a lack of
dynamism in exports, brought about to some extent
by the weak demand of the developed countries, by
an influx of capital, with increasingly higher interest
rates.

120. In the circumstances, it is disappointing that
today there is not the necessary political consensus
to ensure a take-off in global negotiations. Recog
nizing the structuml problems which characterize
international economic relations ~md emphasizing
that a global discussion of these problems is neces
sary, we share the opin:on of thtJse that say it is
urgent that short-term action be taken to prevent the
complete collapse of the weaker ecolomies.

121.' For this reason it is necessary that we start
work on an emergency programme encompassing,
inter alia, the following actions: first, initiatives to
increase the flow of trade by means ofeliminating bar
riers to the exportg of the developing countries and
by means of greater South-South exchange; secondly,
the creation of compensatory funds to reduce the
impact of the deterioration in the terms of trade;
thirdly, better promotion of joint investment by the
industrialized and developing countries in the latter;
fourthly, the increase, on a generous and disinter
ested basis, of the flow of resources towards mul
tilateral financing bodies and technological co-oper
ation to improve the liquidity of the developing
countries; and, fifthly, the promotion of greater
understanding and tolerance in those bodies as re
gards the implementation of economic measures in
such a way as to ensure a better balance between the
objectives of reactivation and of stabilization.

122. We should like to stress that the adoption of
a programme such as the one just mentioned should
not be seen as a substitute for greater efforts leading
to the creation of a new economic order. We believe,
however, that these measures are in keeping with
the spirit of the new order, that they would help tl>
establish a climate more conducive to the success of
initiatives concerning the structural change that we
desire and that they would create necessary condi
tions-although perhaps not all the conditions-for
the peace and security which our peoples deserve.

123.. In this respect, the meeting of Foreign Min
isters held at San Jose on 4 October drew

U... the attention of the industrialized demo
cratic countries to the need to increase co-oper
ation with the democratic countries of the region,
with bold and effective initiatives which·will con
tribute to the efforts to ensure recovery and eco
nomic and social development which are being
made by the countries of the region concerned" .

124. In addition to those that I have mentioned,
there are, of course, many other reasons why the gen
eral picture of present international relations ~s so
gloomy. The situation in the Middle East requires
that we dedicate ourselves, free from the heavy burden
of prejudices, obstacles and past events, to the search
for peace for that tormented region. My Government
hopes that all the States of the Middle East will make
the changes and reach the agreements necessary. for
an honourable lasting peace· that will guarantee the
sovereignty, security, peace and well-being of all the
States of lhe area. This applies in particular to the
noble people of Lebanon, who deserve to be allowed
to return to the condition of their glorious past. At
the same time, the Government of Costa Rica is con
tident that the long-suffering and noble people of
Palestine will in the not too distant future see the
end of their present precarious existence. Then
Palestinians will be able, like all other nations, to
enjoy peace, work and respect for their dignity, in
harmony with their neighbours and with universal
recognition of their many virtues.

125. For the subjugated peoples of South Africa and
Namibia my country hopes that the hour of libera·
tion will soon come. To this end, the increasingly
active participation of the international community,
encouraged and guided by the United Nations, is
essential.

126. My Government feels great satisfaction at the
constructive efforts being made by the Government
of the Republic of Korea to bring about the reunifi
cation of that country on the basis of its recent pro
posals. Whatever is done must be in line with the
aims and purposes of the United Nations regarding
the reunification of Korea. Costa Rica recognizes the
peace-loving and hard-working nature of the friendly
and noble people of the Republic of Korea.

127. Costa Rica welcomes the fact that the dear sister
Republic of Argentina has taken the initiative in
pressing its just claim to the Malvinas Islands in this
United Nations forum and hopes that the negotia
tions will prove fruitful. The association of the Sec
retary-General with the dialog\le, in accordance with
a proposal of which Costa Rica was a sponsor, is a
guarantee that the parties wiJI reach an honourable
and peaceful final agreement.

128. Costa Rica shows the concern expresseo in this
Hall at what is happening in Cyprus, Afghanistan
and Kampuchea, where situations in violation of the
principles of the Charter continue.

129. I should now like to take up the subject speci
fically referred to by the Secretary-General in his
report on the work of the Organization. I refer to
what he has called "the prevailing convulsion of
Ce:ltral America" [A/37/J, p. 2].

130. More than four decades ago we, the demo
cratic sectors promoting social change and freedom
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in Central America anticipated the present crisis in
the area. Our predictions were based on the existence
of economic and social structures and systems of
military government which legalized them. They
cdnstituted forms of oppression whose inevitable end
result would be the rebellion of peoples fighting
against the lack of social justice and for freedom.
Today the explosion of popular wrath has assumed a
virulent form as a result ofthat anti-democratic record.

131. But what was perhaps not anticipated was the
international circumstances prevailing during the final
confrontation between the peoples and the dictator
ships. We did not anticipate all the implications of
this global confrontation today between democracy
and totalitariatiism, a confrontation that would thor
oughly disrupt efforts to adapt these new forces to
present realities in Central America. What was par
ticularly uner.pected was that, on behalf of freedom,
social justice and democracy, an effort would be made
after the predictable rebellion to establish another
unanticipated form of totalitarianism, thereby flouting
the very ideals which impelled the forces of change.
Yet that is precisely what is happening today. This
other form of totalitarianism, bolstered by open in
tervention by forces outside the Central American
area, has only sharpened the conflict., polarized polit
ical ideas and created new formidable obstacles to
democratic, representative and pluralistic government
devoted to social justice, without the need for the
bloodshed and confrontation now rending the peoples
of the Central American nations apart.

132. In an effort to produce a realistic way out of
the present crisis besetting Central America, the Presi
dent of Costa Rica, Luis Alberto Monge, on the very
day he assumed power on 8 ~ay of this year, began to
put into practice what he had advocated in his elec
toral campaign, namely, a broad alliance of demo
cratic forces and Governments in order to confront the
totalitarian offense and promote the values, machinery
and goals of representative, pluralistic and partici
patory democracy for clearly social purposes. For
this purpose, inter alia, in a joint declaration of the
heads of State attending the ceremony of the transfer
of power on 8 May, it was agreed, on Costa Rica's
initiative, that there would be created a good offices
group which would have as its special mandate the
study of the various peace initiatives that had been
presented by various Governments in order to bring
about the relaxation of tension in Central America,
as well as other proposals that might be presented
for the same purpose in the future. Ever since, my
country has stressed the need for this kind of ma
chinery or one similar to it that would make it pos
sible for the parties directly involved in the conflict to
sit at the negotiating table. And so it was that the Gov
ernment of Costn Rica decided to convene a meeting
offoreign ministers of countries interested in the pro-,
motion of democracy in Central America and in the.
Caribbean whose Governments have been legitimized
through elections.

133. On 4 October, at San Jose, at the invitation of
the Costa Rican Government there met representa
tives of Belize, Colombia, the Dominican Republic,
El Salvador, Honduras, Jamaica, Panama, the United
States and Costa Rica. The Governments of Mexico
and Venezuela were also invited. Panama and the

Dominican Republic participated as observers, and
the latter signed the Final Act. At the conclusi9ns
of the deliberations on the main factors obstructing
democratic processes in the area, faith was reaffirmed
in representative, pluralistic and participatory democ
racy and the foundation was laid for the promotion
of democracy and peace in our arl~a.

134. Regarding that democracy, the participating
ministers declared:

"Their faith in and acceptance of the principles
of representative, pluralistic and participatory
democracy, which thus understood constitut~ a
way of life, thought and action, with room for dif
fering social and economic systems and structures,
but having a common denominator, namely, respect
for life, personal security, freedom of thought,
freedom of the press and of religion, and the right
to work and to proper remuneratio'l, just living
conditions, the free exercise of the right to vote and
other human, civil, political, economic, social and
cultural rights."

As regards the promotion of peace in the area, the
Ministers stated

"Their conviction that in order to foster peace
and regional stability it is necessary to promote
internally political awareness leading to the creation
of democratic, representative, pluralistic and par
ticipatory systems; the establishment of machinery
for multilateral and permanent dialogue; absolute
respect for borders defined in existing treaties,
respect for which is the best way of preventing
border disputes and incidents, with due account
being taken, where necessary, of traditional lines of
jurisdiction. There must also be respect for the
independence and territorial integrity of States; use
or threats to use force to settle conflicts must be
rejected; the arms race must cease and, on a full
basis of reciprocity, external factors obstructing a
lasting and stable peace must be eliminated."

135. In addition, the ministers felt that it was neces
sary to emphasize certain actions of particular impor
tance which were essential in formulating a realistic,
viable peace plan. For this reason, they stated that:

" ... it is essential for a peace plan that each
country, in the region and outside of it, carry out
the following actions: first, to create and maintain
institutions of government which are truly demo
cratic, based on the popular will as expressed in
free and untainted elections, based on the principle
that the Government is responsibie to the governed;
secondly, to respect human rights, especially the
right to life and security of person, and fundamental
freedoms, inter alia, freedom of expression, in
formation, assembly and worship, and the right to
organize political parties, labour unions and other
groups and associations; thirdly, to foster national
reconciliation wherever profound divisions within
society have occurred, by extending opportunities
to participate within the framework of democratic
institutions and procedures; fourthly, to respect the
principle of non-intervention in the internal affairs
of States and the right of peoples to self-determina
tion; fifthly, to prevent the use of the territory of a
country to support, supply, train or supervise ter
rorists or subversive elements acting in other States,
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in Central America anticipated the present crisis in
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for the same purpose in the future. Ever since, my
country has stressed the need for this kind of ma
chinery or one similar to it that would make it pos
sible for the parties directly involved in the conflict to
sit at the negotiating table. And so it was that the Gov
ernment of Costn Rica decided to convene a meeting
offoreign ministers of countries interested in the pro-,
motion of democracy in Central America and in the.
Caribbean whose Governments have been legitimized
through elections.

133. On 4 October, at San Jose, at the invitation of
the Costa Rican Government there met representa
tives of Belize, Colombia, the Dominican Republic,
El Salvador, Honduras, Jamaica, Panama, the United
States and Costa Rica. The Governments of Mexico
and Venezuela were also invited. Panama and the
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fering social and economic systems and structures,
but having a common denominator, namely, respect
for life, personal security, freedom of thought,
freedom of the press and of religion, and the right
to work and to proper remuneratio'l, just living
conditions, the free exercise of the right to vote and
other human, civil, political, economic, social and
cultural rights."

As regards the promotion of peace in the area, the
Ministers stated

"Their conviction that in order to foster peace
and regional stability it is necessary to promote
internally political awareness leading to the creation
of democratic, representative, pluralistic and par
ticipatory systems; the establishment of machinery
for multilateral and permanent dialogue; absolute
respect for borders defined in existing treaties,
respect for which is the best way of preventing
border disputes and incidents, with due account
being taken, where necessary, of traditional lines of
jurisdiction. There must also be respect for the
independence and territorial integrity of States; use
or threats to use force to settle conflicts must be
rejected; the arms race must cease and, on a full
basis of reciprocity, external factors obstructing a
lasting and stable peace must be eliminated."

135. In addition, the ministers felt that it was neces
sary to emphasize certain actions of particular impor
tance which were essential in formulating a realistic,
viable peace plan. For this reason, they stated that:

" ... it is essential for a peace plan that each
country, in the region and outside of it, carry out
the following actions: first, to create and maintain
institutions of government which are truly demo
cratic, based on the popular will as expressed in
free and untainted elections, based on the principle
that the Government is responsibie to the governed;
secondly, to respect human rights, especially the
right to life and security of person, and fundamental
freedoms, inter alia, freedom of expression, in
formation, assembly and worship, and the right to
organize political parties, labour unions and other
groups and associations; thirdly, to foster national
reconciliation wherever profound divisions within
society have occurred, by extending opportunities
to participate within the framework of democratic
institutions and procedures; fourthly, to respect the
principle of non-intervention in the internal affairs
of States and the right of peoples to self-determina
tion; fifthly, to prevent the use of the territory of a
country to support, supply, train or supervise ter
rorists or subversive elements acting in other States,
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putting an end to the traffic in weapons and mate
rhls, and refraining from direct or indirect support
for terrorists or subversive or other activities
designed to bring about the violent overthrow of the
Government of another State; sixthly, to limit
weapons and the scale of military and security
forces to levels which are strictly necessary for the
maintenance of public order and national defence;
seventhly, to ensure, in accordance with reciprocal
and fully verifiable terms, international control of
all ports of entry and other border areas which are
of strategic importance; eighthly, to effect with
drawal, OD. a fully reciprocal basis, from the Cen
tral American area of all foreign military and secu
rity advisors and personnel, and the banning of
imports of heavy weapons of an obviously offensive
nature in accordance with procedures which ensure
proper verification.

"These actions represent an integrated frame
work in each State which is essential for the promo
tion of regional peace and stability."

136. As already stated, it is, of course, quite clear
that without appropriate means or machinery to ana
lyse this peace plan and other proposals with the
same purpose, they all run the risk of being inef
fective, and that would be tragic. For that reason, at
the San Jose meeting which I have referred to, the
ministers agreed "to set themselves up as a Forum
for Peace and Democracy", a forum which could be
extended through the inclusion or the collaboration of
other democratic States. The Forum could recommend
specific actions to representatives of participating
countries, and they should report on the results and
transmit the final act of the meeting to other States,
so that they can present any appropriate comments
and views.

137. The representatives asked the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of Costa Rica to transmit the final act,
on behalf of the participating Governments, to the
Governments of the region and to other Governments
concerned, in order to obtain their views on the prin
ciples and conditions for peace set forth therein.

138. They decided to convene a new meeting as
soon as possible in order to assess the progress being
made in implementing the aims of the declaration.

139. The Forum 'for Peace and Democracy is an
expression of a common will; it does not constitute
an official body, and therefore has the necessary
flexibility and dynamism to carry out its great task.
The nucleus ofthe Forum is made up ofBelize, Colom
bia, El Salvador, Honduras, Jamaica, the Dominican
Republic, the United States and Costa Rica. What
ever democratic countries from the area wish to
become members of the Forum may do so, and a
second group can be made up of democratic coun
tries which wish to co-operate with the Forum without
actually belonging to it. Here I should like to stress
that the Forum was created so that there might be
the participation in it of all count(es involved in
conflicts in Central America that disrupt peace, so that
they could explain their views and make peace pro
posals; and this has already been done by Nica
ragua, Honduras, Mexico, the United States and
Panama individually, and by Mexico and Venezuela
jointly, apart from the eight other countries that met

at San Jose and created the Forum and proposed the
aforementioned plan for regional peace.
140.. As part of the mandate assigned to me at the
San Jose meeting, I have already circulated its final
act and I am now taking the steps required to enable
the Forum f'n be used as a practical instrument for
waging this great peace offensive of the democracies.
We hope that, with the support of those peoples
who desire peace, democracy, freedom and social
justice, this new initiative of the Forum for Peace
and Democracy will meet with a warm response and
understanding, because we believe that this is the
broadest, most comprehensive and most viable
means of achieving the ends we all so much desire.
141. Costa Rica is a country with long diplomatic
traditions; we are peace-loving and unarmed. We
neither want nor are able to become involved in any
armed conflict in Central America. But neither can
we refrain from contributing to peace efforts in Cen
tral America..Costa Rica's security depends on secu
rity and p~ace in the region. For this reason Costa
Rica has sincerely and eagerly devoted its efforts to
convening the meeting of foreign ministers concerned
for peace and democracy in Central America and the
Caribbean, whose Governments are the result of the
electoral process. As I have already stated, that
meeting took place on 4 October in the capital of my
country. For that reason also, Costa Rica, on 8 May
of this year, proposed the creation of the Forum for
Peace and Democracy, which began to function at
that San Jose meeting.
142. For the frrst time ever, there is now a proce
dure whereby all parties concerned can sit down
together and, without any delays or excuses, engag~
in a frank, constructive dialogue. If any party does
not avail itself of that opportunity~ one can only
conclude that, essentially, there are elements more
interested in seeking violent confrontation. I am con
fident, however, that this peace initiative of ours and
the machinery to implement it will be accepted by
everyone. The peoples of the region, which yearn for
peace, security and democracy, have their eyes
turned to us to see how we, the leaders of their Gov
ernments, fulfil our lofty duties.
143. On this glorious anniversary of the discovery
of America, I conclude my statement with a tribute to
Spain and to its extraordinary people which has given
us its values and taught us, through the centuries, how
to overcome all adversity in the perservering quest
for the dignity and happiness o~ every human being.
144. Mr. VELAYATI (Islamic Republic of lran):*
I quote from the Holy Koran:

"We verily sent our messengers with clear proofs
and revealed with them the Scripture and the Bal
ance that mankind may observe equality and jus
tice." [Sura LVII.]

145. I wish to extend by congratulations to you, Sir,
on your election as President of the thirty-seventh
session of the General Assembly. Your abilities and
merit, as well as your experience in various interna
tional fields will no doubt contribute greatly to the
solution of important difficulties and problems with

* Mr. Velayati spoke in Persian. The English version ofhis state
ment was supplied by the delegation.
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rhls, and refraining from direct or indirect support
for terrorists or subversive or other activities
designed to bring about the violent overthrow of the
Government of another State; sixthly, to limit
weapons and the scale of military and security
forces to levels which are strictly necessary for the
maintenance of public order and national defence;
seventhly, to ensure, in accordance with reciprocal
and fully verifiable terms, international control of
all ports of entry and other border areas which are
of strategic importance; eighthly, to effect with
drawal, OD. a fully reciprocal basis, from the Cen
tral American area of all foreign military and secu
rity advisors and personnel, and the banning of
imports of heavy weapons of an obviously offensive
nature in accordance with procedures which ensure
proper verification.

"These actions represent an integrated frame
work in each State which is essential for the promo
tion of regional peace and stability."

136. As already stated, it is, of course, quite clear
that without appropriate means or machinery to ana
lyse this peace plan and other proposals with the
same purpose, they all run the risk of being inef
fective, and that would be tragic. For that reason, at
the San Jose meeting which I have referred to, the
ministers agreed "to set themselves up as a Forum
for Peace and Democracy", a forum which could be
extended through the inclusion or the collaboration of
other democratic States. The Forum could recommend
specific actions to representatives of participating
countries, and they should report on the results and
transmit the final act of the meeting to other States,
so that they can present any appropriate comments
and views.

137. The representatives asked the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of Costa Rica to transmit the final act,
on behalf of the participating Governments, to the
Governments of the region and to other Governments
concerned, in order to obtain their views on the prin
ciples and conditions for peace set forth therein.

138. They decided to convene a new meeting as
soon as possible in order to assess the progress being
made in implementing the aims of the declaration.

139. The Forum 'for Peace and Democracy is an
expression of a common will; it does not constitute
an official body, and therefore has the necessary
flexibility and dynamism to carry out its great task.
The nucleus ofthe Forum is made up ofBelize, Colom
bia, El Salvador, Honduras, Jamaica, the Dominican
Republic, the United States and Costa Rica. What
ever democratic countries from the area wish to
become members of the Forum may do so, and a
second group can be made up of democratic coun
tries which wish to co-operate with the Forum without
actually belonging to it. Here I should like to stress
that the Forum was created so that there might be
the participation in it of all count(es involved in
conflicts in Central America that disrupt peace, so that
they could explain their views and make peace pro
posals; and this has already been done by Nica
ragua, Honduras, Mexico, the United States and
Panama individually, and by Mexico and Venezuela
jointly, apart from the eight other countries that met

at San Jose and created the Forum and proposed the
aforementioned plan for regional peace.
140.. As part of the mandate assigned to me at the
San Jose meeting, I have already circulated its final
act and I am now taking the steps required to enable
the Forum f'n be used as a practical instrument for
waging this great peace offensive of the democracies.
We hope that, with the support of those peoples
who desire peace, democracy, freedom and social
justice, this new initiative of the Forum for Peace
and Democracy will meet with a warm response and
understanding, because we believe that this is the
broadest, most comprehensive and most viable
means of achieving the ends we all so much desire.
141. Costa Rica is a country with long diplomatic
traditions; we are peace-loving and unarmed. We
neither want nor are able to become involved in any
armed conflict in Central America. But neither can
we refrain from contributing to peace efforts in Cen
tral America..Costa Rica's security depends on secu
rity and p~ace in the region. For this reason Costa
Rica has sincerely and eagerly devoted its efforts to
convening the meeting of foreign ministers concerned
for peace and democracy in Central America and the
Caribbean, whose Governments are the result of the
electoral process. As I have already stated, that
meeting took place on 4 October in the capital of my
country. For that reason also, Costa Rica, on 8 May
of this year, proposed the creation of the Forum for
Peace and Democracy, which began to function at
that San Jose meeting.
142. For the frrst time ever, there is now a proce
dure whereby all parties concerned can sit down
together and, without any delays or excuses, engag~
in a frank, constructive dialogue. If any party does
not avail itself of that opportunity~ one can only
conclude that, essentially, there are elements more
interested in seeking violent confrontation. I am con
fident, however, that this peace initiative of ours and
the machinery to implement it will be accepted by
everyone. The peoples of the region, which yearn for
peace, security and democracy, have their eyes
turned to us to see how we, the leaders of their Gov
ernments, fulfil our lofty duties.
143. On this glorious anniversary of the discovery
of America, I conclude my statement with a tribute to
Spain and to its extraordinary people which has given
us its values and taught us, through the centuries, how
to overcome all adversity in the perservering quest
for the dignity and happiness o~ every human being.
144. Mr. VELAYATI (Islamic Republic of lran):*
I quote from the Holy Koran:

"We verily sent our messengers with clear proofs
and revealed with them the Scripture and the Bal
ance that mankind may observe equality and jus
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on your election as President of the thirty-seventh
session of the General Assembly. Your abilities and
merit, as well as your experience in various interna
tional fields will no doubt contribute greatly to the
solution of important difficulties and problems with
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revolutionary culture, prevails everywhere in all its
dimensions.
150. The Islamic Revolution of Iran, as a movem~nt

which has created fundamental changes in our society,
laid new foundations in contemporary Iran, the
dimensions of the foreign policy of which are resis
tance to oppression and tyranny, support for the
oppressed nations and the tyrannized masses in the
developing countries, non-reliance on foreign Powers,
rejection of all forms of domination and being domi
nated, respect for other countries' sovereignty, inde
pendence and territorial integrity, and non-interfer
ence in the internal affairs of other countries, on a
basis of reciprocity.
151. One of the most important slogans of our Isla
mic Revolution, "Neither East nor West" , which is in
fact the application on the international scene of the
£,acred and fundamental words "There is no God but
JUlah", glddes our foreign policy and draws its main
lines of action. By depending on thut slogan we not
only ':::.".rated ourselves from the domination of world
dr;vouring America but also kept ourselves, despite
all the difficulties and hardships created for us, from
falling into the lap of the other super-Power. We
therefore value highly our sovereignty, independence
and territorial integrity and allow no country to inter
fere in our internal affairs.
152. Our revolution considers man's prosperity in the
whole of human society and the establishment of
peace and justice, the supreme object~ve in relations
among nations, to be its ideal, and independence,
liberty and justice te be every man's right. It also be
lieves that the breaking of the bonds o!" the .interna
tional exploiter's domination is attainable only through
the firm determination of the deprived masses and
their unity.
153. The struggle against world imperialism and
zionism is a long, hard and complicated one which is
not limited to political, economic and military dimen
sions; the cultural dimension of this struggle is equally
important. The Government of the Islamic Republic of
Iran will use all its capabilities in this struggle, relying
on the lofty teachings of the school of Islam, which
fosters man's development.

154. Now, as we speak of the importance of strug
gling against world imperialism and zionism, we have
in mind the most recent crime against humanit)t of
American imperialism and occupierzionism committed
in the Islamic world, while other Powers remain
silent. Thousands of children and innocent, defence
less old women and men have been drenched in blood
in the Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila
in west Beirut by a group of dishonourable Zionist
terrorists, who attacked Moslems in the most terrible
manner. This is not the first crime committed by
Israel nor will it be the last.

155. The whole world remembers that the Zionist
regime since its illegitimate inception, which was the
outcome of the imperialist Powers' comprom~se, and
the open usurpation of the Palestinian lands, has never
ceased to commit brutal crimes against the Moslem
Palestinians being subjected to tyranny. The tragi~

massacre in the Deir Yassin and Kafr Qasim village3,
in which the Irgun terrorist groups killed even the
animals, is not yet forgotten. Today we are witnesses

which the General Assembly is faced at the present
session. I wish success to you and to representatives
attending this session-although there exist many
signs that can create doubts aoont the succesn of this
session of the Assembly, bec~mse in our tormented
world-in which at any moment the disappointing
news of the aggressive, expansionist spirit, the viola
tion of rights, oppression and tyranny may be heard
from everywhere-there remains little room for hope
for this session's success.
146. The outlook for the days ahead and for the
international situation is bleak. World tensiorr;\s are
increasing and the arms race, despite the repet~..ion of
slogans, is mounting rapidly. Basic and fundamental
princip:es of the Charter are openly being trampled,
having been disregarded by certain aggressive 'and
expansionist count.ries. Poverty and ~tarvation prevail
in the oppressed third world countries while the
deepening gap betwfen rich and poor countries is
widening and the oppressive and· unjust relations
between the countri,~s providing raw ma~erials and
the industrial world are each day worsening. Six
hundred million people in the world are suffering
f.rom hunger and famine, and each year millions of
people die of various diseases.
141. In such conditions, the arms race, which is
extended to the other countries of the world by the
super-Powers, has destructive effects on the devel
oping and backward. countries, which are the main
victims of the prevalence of terror in the world; it thus
brings those countries to the brink of disaster and
annihilation, and leads to the rapid depletion of their
natural ami human resources. Conseo,uently, such
countries, instead of remedying the {leprivation of
their enslaved masses and providing for ihe~r physical
and mental welfare, have put all their wealtb and
resources at the disposal of the avarice and ambitions
of the super-P9w~rs.

148. What is more impor'Lant is that, apart from
material and economic poverty, our world today is
soffering ffrom cultural poverty, which is far more
regrettable than the other difficulties and problems.
Lofty human vaiues have been deformed by the
greed and avarice of the world-devourers and have
fallen victim to false and hollow materialistic criteria.
How regreU'able it is when we, from our historical
experience, come to see that values like freedom,
sociai .iu$tice and democracy are being misused, that
crimes" are being committed in the name of liberty
and human rights, that concepts like social liberty
and justice have become means of suppression, op
pression and tyranny, an~ that nothing is said about
spiritu8Jity and mligion~ which can and should provide
a soEJ basis i~r .social r-elations and pave the way for
the growth ef human society. In fact, apart from all
racia'., nati~nrJ, linguistic and geographical differ
ences, humaa, beings share a common nature whi~~h,

if developed, can lead ta the attainment ~f true unity
among all the r;eopi.~ of the world.
149. Four ye~:rs ago a revolution took place in Iran
which, if I wis!ied to define it in one sentence, 1 should
describe as a development experienced as a result
of which tf1~e ~ople of Iran were brought back to
their God-s,~eting nature and their own inner selves.
Our Revolution is cultural in its nature 8.nd qUC1lities
and fiOW Islamic culture, which is the same as the i
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revolutionary culture, prevails everywhere in all its
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150. The Islamic Revolution of Iran, as a movem~nt

which has created fundamental changes in our society,
laid new foundations in contemporary Iran, the
dimensions of the foreign policy of which are resis
tance to oppression and tyranny, support for the
oppressed nations and the tyrannized masses in the
developing countries, non-reliance on foreign Powers,
rejection of all forms of domination and being domi
nated, respect for other countries' sovereignty, inde
pendence and territorial integrity, and non-interfer
ence in the internal affairs of other countries, on a
basis of reciprocity.
151. One of the most important slogans of our Isla
mic Revolution, "Neither East nor West" , which is in
fact the application on the international scene of the
£,acred and fundamental words "There is no God but
JUlah", glddes our foreign policy and draws its main
lines of action. By depending on thut slogan we not
only ':::.".rated ourselves from the domination of world
dr;vouring America but also kept ourselves, despite
all the difficulties and hardships created for us, from
falling into the lap of the other super-Power. We
therefore value highly our sovereignty, independence
and territorial integrity and allow no country to inter
fere in our internal affairs.
152. Our revolution considers man's prosperity in the
whole of human society and the establishment of
peace and justice, the supreme object~ve in relations
among nations, to be its ideal, and independence,
liberty and justice te be every man's right. It also be
lieves that the breaking of the bonds o!" the .interna
tional exploiter's domination is attainable only through
the firm determination of the deprived masses and
their unity.
153. The struggle against world imperialism and
zionism is a long, hard and complicated one which is
not limited to political, economic and military dimen
sions; the cultural dimension of this struggle is equally
important. The Government of the Islamic Republic of
Iran will use all its capabilities in this struggle, relying
on the lofty teachings of the school of Islam, which
fosters man's development.

154. Now, as we speak of the importance of strug
gling against world imperialism and zionism, we have
in mind the most recent crime against humanit)t of
American imperialism and occupierzionism committed
in the Islamic world, while other Powers remain
silent. Thousands of children and innocent, defence
less old women and men have been drenched in blood
in the Palestinian refugee camps of Sabra and Shatila
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massacre in the Deir Yassin and Kafr Qasim village3,
in which the Irgun terrorist groups killed even the
animals, is not yet forgotten. Today we are witnesses

which the General Assembly is faced at the present
session. I wish success to you and to representatives
attending this session-although there exist many
signs that can create doubts aoont the succesn of this
session of the Assembly, bec~mse in our tormented
world-in which at any moment the disappointing
news of the aggressive, expansionist spirit, the viola
tion of rights, oppression and tyranny may be heard
from everywhere-there remains little room for hope
for this session's success.
146. The outlook for the days ahead and for the
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increasing and the arms race, despite the repet~..ion of
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148. What is more impor'Lant is that, apart from
material and economic poverty, our world today is
soffering ffrom cultural poverty, which is far more
regrettable than the other difficulties and problems.
Lofty human vaiues have been deformed by the
greed and avarice of the world-devourers and have
fallen victim to false and hollow materialistic criteria.
How regreU'able it is when we, from our historical
experience, come to see that values like freedom,
sociai .iu$tice and democracy are being misused, that
crimes" are being committed in the name of liberty
and human rights, that concepts like social liberty
and justice have become means of suppression, op
pression and tyranny, an~ that nothing is said about
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racia'., nati~nrJ, linguistic and geographical differ
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if developed, can lead ta the attainment ~f true unity
among all the r;eopi.~ of the world.
149. Four ye~:rs ago a revolution took place in Iran
which, if I wis!ied to define it in one sentence, 1 should
describe as a development experienced as a result
of which tf1~e ~ople of Iran were brought back to
their God-s,~eting nature and their own inner selves.
Our Revolution is cultural in its nature 8.nd qUC1lities
and fiOW Islamic culture, which is the same as the i
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to the fact that a person who has committed the most the people of Lebanon and Palestine and did not ful-
cruel crimes against the people of Palestine has once fill their duties in this connection.
again, as Prime Minister of the Zionist regime, com- 160. If the large quantities of arms that have been
mitted one of the most terrible crimes in human bought with the riches belonging to the deprived peo-
history and, with the full support of American impe- pies fl:e not to be used today, when Moslems are suf-
rialism, revealed to the entire world his wicked nature. fering f~{)m such disasters, when should they be used?
Thus the tragedy of the tryranically treated and de.. The Moslem people of such ~untries have the right to
prived people of Palestine and Lebanon entered a new ~k why Moslem riches should be used for the pur-
stage, in the midst of a conspiracy of silence by the chase of airborne warning and control systems
big Powers and reactionary cllluntries-or possibly [A WACS] and scores of other types of sophisticated
amid astonishment caused by so much atrocity and weapons which not only are not used for the protec-
cruelty. tion of Moslem interests but also lead to ever further
156. In the meantime Lhe Zionists and the impe- consolidation of the domination of American impe-
rialists, without paying the least attention to the rialism.
feelings and opinions of the peace-loving peoples of 161. When will the countries of the Middle East
the world, have outdone each other in making im- region wake up and come to feel the threat that is
pudent comments. While the Zionist~ are openly menacing the basis of their existence, their indepen-
justifying their massacre of the tyramcally treated denr-e and their Islamic cultural identity? The Leban-
people of Palestine and Lebanon and the total eradica- ese tragedy is only one example of the destructive
tion of those nations, and their American masters qualities of America which have made the political
are expressing satisfaction over the efficiency of their system of that country the greatest threat to human
modem weapons in the massacre of the innocent survival.
people of Palestine and Lebanon and the destruction 162. The Govemmentofthe Islamic Republic ofIran,
of west Beirut, their reactionary mercenaries in the on the basis of its anti-oppression and anti-imperialist
region, following the agreements reached at the qualities and nature and its policy of support for the
Twelfth Arab Summit Conference, at Fez, have
endorsed the existence of Israel and recognized it. oppressed nations, which are deri~ed frolll the lofty

teachings of the Koran, once agam declares that It
157. The treason and the compromise of certain un- strongly supports, within all its possibilities, the right-
popular dependent regimes have ensured the success ful and legitimate struggle of the Moslem people of
of imperialism and zionism in expelling the Palestinian Palestine to return to occupied Palestine and expel
combatants from Beirut and scattering them through- and annihilate the usurpers of that land and destroy
out various countries. the basis and foundation of the Israeli regime, which

is Zionist racism. Despite our two-year-Iong involve-
158. The massacre ofthe deprived people ofPalestine ment in a war imposed on us, we have never failed to
and the Moslems of west Beirut after the expulsion fulfil our Islamic and humanitarian duties as regards
of the PLO combatants proved the legitimacy of the Palestine and the Middle East issue. Our consistent
position we have taken against the expulsion con- position in the face of the Zionist regime's aggres-
spiracy. The bitter experience of humanity in 35 years sion against the peoples of Lebanon and Palestine has
of Zionist usurpation and domination in Palestine been to support the oppressed against the oppressor
has shown that aggression is the innate quality of and against oppression. To show our sincerity, suffice
Israel, and compromise with such an element is di- it to mention that we entered on the scene of the
sastrous. As we have frequently stated, we can be war against the savage "attack by Israel on Lebanon
sure that the Israeli criminals will not content themb and on Palestinian, Syrian and Lebanese combatants
selves with the massacre of innocent people but will and dispatched our forces to the scene of batt!e
consider that as only a prelude to their great plot to against zionism, despite our serious need for them m
threaten and eliminate the Palestinian cause and the war which had be~n imposed on us. We took this
establish the influence of world-devouring America measure as an Islamic and religious duty. We were
over the whole region. Their objective is to convince the only non-front-line country that embarked on such
the countries of the region that plans of the Camp action against the Zionist regime.
David type and the support of America are the only
way to settle the Middle East crisis and that those 163. We believe that the root solution to the Palestine
who do not accept such a solution are doomed to problem and to the whole Middle East crisis can be
annihilation. found only by placing emphasis on the fact that the

problem is an Islamic one and through an endeavour
159. We believe that the expulsion of the Palestinian to create a unity of views among Moslem forces.
combatants from Lebanon not only is not the end of For that reason, the Islamic Republic of Iran has al-
the affair but will be the beginning of a new phase ways tried to emphasize the Islamic dimension of the
of the long struggle of the Arab and Moslem nations. problem, and the proposal made by Iran for the forma-
Although the existence ofhypocritical, reactionary and tion of a united Islamic front against zionism and
xenophilic rulers in certain countries of the region imperialism is in fact nothing but a wa}' ofemphasizing
creates difficulties for the Moslems in the attainment the Islamic nature of the Palestine issue.
of their sacred objectives, and although these un-
~pular rulers, with their shameless compromise 164. Just as the Palestinian revolution and the peo
with America and its illegitimate child, Israel, are a pie of Lebanon have been the target of the destructive
disgrace to Moslems, the forces of the people will conspiracies of American imperialism and its agent,
rise up and finally demand of their rulers why· they the usurper "Israel, so the people of Iran, too, have
remained silent in the face of the cruel massacre of had the experience of plots designed for them by the
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has shown that aggression is the innate quality of and against oppression. To show our sincerity, suffice
Israel, and compromise with such an element is di- it to mention that we entered on the scene of the
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criminal America. With the victory of the Islamic imperiaUsm's agents, aroused no reaction on the part
Revolution of Iran, the interests of world imperialism of the so-called human rights groups and organiza-
were seriously endangered and threatened with an- tions and once again showed the entire world that
nihilation, and the political equations and military such persons and organizations that defend human
calculations were totally upset in that part of the rights start thinking of their humanitarian duties only
world. Therefore it was predictable that the newly when one of the perpetrators of such crimes is pun-
established regime of the Islamic Republic of Iran ished. Touching confessions made by some of the so-
would be attacked from all sides. The aggression called People's Mujahiddin terrorists and perpetrators
by the Iraqi regime against our Islamic homeland, of recent explosions in Tehran show that within one
which began in September 1980, was the most impor- month 33 assassinations were committed by one of
tant link in the chain of the imperialist conspiracies them and 19 assassinations by another. But the groups
against our country, the main objective of which was and individuals that defeild the rights of such persons,
to topple the regime of the Islamic Republic of Iran. when horrible crimes have been committed by these
It was in fact an effort made by imperialism to protect terrorists, forget that the victims of these crimes are
its interests and ambitions and to prevent the spread also human beings and also have rights.
of thz Islamic revolution in that part of the world. 169. From this rostrum we extend an invitation to
165. From the very first days of the victory of the all free human beings, to all those who want to dis-
Islamic RevQlution, the Iraqi regime, with a view to cover the truth, to pay a visit to Iran to see for them-
paving the way for the implementation of its own selves on the spot the eno,.-mity of the crimes com-
evil intentions and the achievement of the imperialist mitted by the agents of American imperialism and
and Zionist objectives, embarked on a course of bear witness to the wrath and hatred of the masses in
committing all sorts of crimes and provocations, their millions.
including sabotage. The expulsion oftens of thousands
of the oppressed people of Iraq to Iraii; the creation 170. The Iraqi regime, in the course of this war, has
of disturbances against and restrictions on Moslem not hesitated to commit the full gamut of crimes
clergy; attacks on Iranian schuols and the imprison- against the defenceless people, the innocent civilians,
ment of teachers, of whose fate nothing is known; the of the occupied regions; there is nothing comparable
granting of asylum to Inmian anti-revolutionaries; except the crimes committed by the Israeli aggres-
broadcasts of radio programmes in various languages sors in west Beirut. Violation of the women and
with a view to waging a propaganda war against children of the occupied regions; repeated bombard-
the Islamic Republic of Iran and, especially, provoking mcmt of hospital:s, schools and government offices;
our Arab-speaking fellow countrymen living in the pounding with missiles of the residential areas of large
Khuzistan Province into separating that Province from and populous border cities; torture and killing of
the territory of the Islamic Republic of Iran; the as- revolutionary guards, as proved by documents which
signing of invented Arabic names to Iranian cities; the undeniably exist: those are only a few examples of
publication of geographical maps in which parts of these innumerable crimes. All these acts openly violate
Iranian territory were removed and then included in the Geneva Convention on the Protection fllf Civilian
other countries, such as Iraq itself; the dispatch of Persons in Time of War, of 12 August 1949, its two
saboteurs; the strengthening of secessionists and the Protocols of 1977 and the Charter of the United
blowing up of oil pipelines-all those are only a few Nations. It is indeed strange that that regime, claiming
examples of such actions. that the measures taken by the Government of the

Islamic Republic of Iran to defend itself violate the
166. The Iraqi regime, which derived no advantage principles of the Charter and threaten international
from such crimes, committed with a view to weakening peace and security, has now, on the basi~ of that pre-
and toppling the Islamic Repubiic of Iran, started its text, requested the inclusion of a nev. item in the
vast surprise attack on the territory of Iran with the agenda of this session of the General Assembly.
intention of attaining, in addition to that goal, its
other goals-rJamely, the occupation of fertile border 17L The Iraqi regime's proposal for a cease-fire
lands, and especially tile productive Khuzistan Prov- and its claims to have withdrawn from Iranian terri..
ince, obtaining control over the rich oil resources of tory are not motivated by that regime's goodwill or
that Province and gaining sovereignty over the whole the desire to bring the war to an end. Rather, they are
Arvand Roud. an attempt to save itself from the perilous situation

it has created in trying to overthrow the regime of the
167. During the first weeks of the war, the Iraqi Islamic Republic of Iran. The Iraqi claim concerni~g
regime succeeded, owing to our special internal situa- thp, unilateral es!ablishment of a cease-firt; ~nd the
tion and post-revolutionary conditions, in occupying cessation of military operations apparently means
parts of Iranian territory, but the unyi~lding resis- transferring Iraqi forces to the str::tte~ic zones be-
tance of our combatants at the battlefronts very soon longing to Iran and pounding the residential areas of
made Saddp,m9s regime unders~~nd' that its calcgla- Iran from the air and the ground. Here mention should
tions had been all wrong. America, with its hopes of be made of the fact that the ending of the war depends
toppling the Islamic Government through Saddam's on the fulfilment of all the conditions announced by
invasion dashed, has now embarked on a more dirty the Islamic Republic of Iran and the total eHmination
course: the planting of bombs in populous quarters of Iraqi aggression and its msults. If that is not done~
of Tehran, as the result of w~ich hundreds of our Iraq will be responsible fOl" the consequences of the 1

innocent fellow-countrymen have been wounded or continuation of the war and the Government of the J

martyred. Islamic Republic of Iran \\'~ll be obliged to~ continue j
168. The recent expJ.c~ion in central Tehran, which the w&~' until the complete realization of the rights of \
was similar to previous ~rimes committed by world the Iranian people; it will never give in to the logic of i
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would be attacked from all sides. The aggression called People's Mujahiddin terrorists and perpetrators
by the Iraqi regime against our Islamic homeland, of recent explosions in Tehran show that within one
which began in September 1980, was the most impor- month 33 assassinations were committed by one of
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against our country, the main objective of which was and individuals that defeild the rights of such persons,
to topple the regime of the Islamic Republic of Iran. when horrible crimes have been committed by these
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its interests and ambitions and to prevent the spread also human beings and also have rights.
of thz Islamic revolution in that part of the world. 169. From this rostrum we extend an invitation to
165. From the very first days of the victory of the all free human beings, to all those who want to dis-
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the oppressors and bullies of the region, whose adven- upon it cannot lead to the peace, security and pros-
turism has been the cause of so much damage and perity of all nations. Groupings and alignments and
destruction suffered by the two peoples, of Iran and dependence on military treaties have led to un-
Iraq. healthy and destructive consequences in the" course·8f
172. We are not at all afraid of the hooliganism the 37 years since the inception of the United Nations
and political propaganda used by the imperialist and and have constantly kept the entire world on the brink
Zionist news agen~!e:; in support of Iraq, because the of the abyss of war. During that time, we can think
objective sought by such propaganda, which rep- of hardly any period free from regional wars, threats
resents Irart as being a great danger to the region, is and tension. We therefore believe that the attempts at
to pave the way for and to justify the entrance of domination by the super-Powers should be brought
American for~~s into the region. If today we do not to an end by collective aGtion on the part of the
confront the aggression of the Iraqi regime with de- dominated countries.
termination, who can guarantee that tomorrow an- 179. We believe that the strengthening of the non-
other bully will not invade our country and other aligned movement, with emphasis on the principles
countries of the region? of non-alignment, will pave the way for the liberation
173, We would like to announce that in spite of the of the tyrannized nations from the domination of the
propaganda put out by the imperialist news agencies, super-Powers. We also believe that this movJment,

as an important political force, ca.i ~Iay a construc-
the Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran poses tive role in dealing with the great prob:~ms and diffi-
no danger or threat to the countries of the Persian cullies facing the world at this j~ncture.
Gulf region. We stand for close and friendly rela-
tions based on mutual respect, with all the countries 180. That is precisely why the super-Powers want to
of the region. In the meantime, we declare that we will w~rocen, distort and annihilate the movement. Hence,
firmly deal, with all our might, with any conspiracy we shouid struggle with &If our might, on the basis
or act of aggression that is aimed at confrontation of !"Cfipect for the principles of the movement and
with and opposition to the Islamic Revolution and the inspired by its ideals, against the imperialism of the
Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran. East and of the West and assist the oppressed and
174. The Islamic Republic itself is responsible for 1:i~ev:to~~~ions to establish a new economic 9r.4er
the security of the Persian Gulf and the Straits of
Hormuz and will snarply oppos~ any measure that 181. In the present circumstances,witb the world
d!sturbs the security and tranquility of the area and in u critical and difficult period and ':hp ~..JmtedNations
creates obstacles for the passage of ships and marine practically paralyze.d and disabled as a result of the
transportation and will with ali its 'might e~imre tile attempts at d~minatif)n by the SUIWI-Powers and the
security of that waterway on the bas~s of international existence of the unjm..~ right of veto in tite Organiza
law& and regulations. tien's decision-makinr~~rocess, the role of the non-

aligned movement in confronting world crises and
175. We would like to indicate that imperialism and tension ca"" ~ more eff~tive and significant than
zionism cannot prevent our export of oil by resorting ever. Under such conditions, member States should
to conspiracy on the part of imperialist news agen- place great value on the ideals and principles of the
cies to imp:}' that ships are not safe in the Pei·sian movement and should work towards consolidating
Gulf, because we have assurances that if the export of it with a view to maintaining its dynamism and vitality
Iranian oil is one day halted, no oil will be exported as well as its tn:e substance.
from the Persian Gulf.
176. World imperialism, headed by criminal America, 182. The seaS2 ofrespl:tDsibility shown by the mem-

bers of tb~ nOli-aligned movement as regards the
is trying to flood the countries in the region with its movement's destiny and PJture in connection with the
8!mS by escalating~: ;:lon in the I~dian Ocean and changing of the venue of the Seventh Conference
the Persian Gulf, so 'S to justify the vast presence of Heads of 8tate or Government of Non-Aligned
and concentration of its forces and the crfati"n uf its Countries from Baghdad made us more hopeful than
numerous military bases, unpreced,ented in history. ever about the future of the movement, We believe
Besides, it is preparing, through the fQrmation of the that that development made the non-aligned move-
rapid deployment frJrce, directly to inter,,~ne in Hie ment successful in its histori<:al ordeal and made it
Persian Gulf countrie:. better prepared to fulfil its future responsibilities. .

177. The Government of the Islamic Republic of Iran 183. 1'be Government of the Islamic Republic oflnin,
therefore supports the Declaration of the Indian Ocean following the principles of its ideology concerning
as a Zone of Peace [resolutior.. 2832 (XXVI)], con- support for the justice-seeking struggles of the op--
demns the conspiracy to cancel the 1983 Colombo pressed nation,s against. the oppr~ssors, severed all
Conference and calls tor the dismantling of all foreign its political and economic relations with the racist
bases in the regien, as well as the elimination of the regime of South Mrica from the very first days of
presence of foreign Powers from the Indian Ocean and the victory of the revolution. We have always con-
the Persian Gulf. demned and denounced in international circles the
178. As has already been indicated, our foreign policies of the minority racist Government, which
policy is based on the principle of "neither East nor hurt the common conscience of human society. The
West". We reject the present int.ernational order that current year has been declared by the United Nations
divides the world into two poles--East and West. We as International Year of Mobilization for Sa.nctions
believe th~t the balance of terror prevailing in the against South Africa, We hope that fmn and collective .'
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While supporting the legitimate rights of the tryan- dominance-seeking policies of colonizers in that part
nized people of Namibia, we call for the withdrawal of the world.
of the occupying forces of the racist Government of 188. We support the wish of the Korean people
South Africafrom Namibia and demand that all Mrican for the reunification of the two Koreas and believe
revolutionaa-y countries and institutions that have that the presence oif American forces in the Korean
teuen part in efforts relatifig to this problem increase peninsula i5 an ob&tacl~ to that unity. We call for
their efforts. Besides, by condemning the suppres- the withd~awal of imperiaiist agents from the region.
sion of the oppressed black majority of South Mrica,
who are the principal owners of that land, we declare 189. Here, we once again declare our full support
our all-encompassing support for those freedom for the Sahraoui and Moro libera~ion movements,
fighters. We vehemently condemn the United States as well as other anti-imperialist and liberation move-
and other Western imperialist countries that, in con- ments.
trar>1ention of the United Nations Charter and resolu- 190. The tensions eXisting between East and West
tions, extend military, economic and political sup- clnd the rivalry of those two blocs in exploiting the
port to the racist regime of Pretoria. 'Ve suppgrt the people and resources of third world countries are the
front-line countries, such as Angola and Mozambique, cause of many of the present difficulties in the world.
in their struggle against South Africa. The tensions can be eased through disarmament and
184. From our standpoint, the conspiracy. of world a freeze on the arms race. But, unfortunately, neither

of the super-Powers is prepared to give up its arro
imperialism against the deprived people i)f the African~ gance in the interest of humanity. For this reason
continent, especially the plot to boycott the nine- international efforts for disarmament and a freeze of
teenth session of the Assembly of Heads of State and the arms race have been deadlocked. As a result, a
Government of '~he OAU at Tripoli in August, is one great part of the manpower and financial capacity
of the links ~n the chain of th} imperialist plot de- of the countries of the VJorld is still being used for
signed to dominate Mosl.~m and oppressed countries the arms race. At a time when millions of people of
of the worki. the third world are suffering from poverty, hunger and
185. In connection with the Afghanistan issue, the disease, each year $650 billion are used for arms
Government of the Islamic Republic of Ir"n believes manufactured solely for the annihilation of humanity.
that the miUtary invasion of Mghanistan by th~ Soviet This is done at a time when, by allocating the budget
Union and the imposition of an unwanted regime on of several strategic bombers to fighting certain dis
the people of that (;\;i!U~~try should not be viewed only eases that each year take hundreds of victims from
from the standpoint of the violation of the indepen- among the deprived peoples, those diseases could be
dence and tenitorial integrity of the Moslem people eradicated.
of Afghanistan. This aggression has trampled under 191. The second special session of the General
foot human hO~lOur and the traditions, customs and Assembly on disarmament, in which much hope had
culture and, most important of all, the faith and reH- been placed, proved unsuccessful. The failure of that
gious beliefs of that nation. The Islamic Republic of session 3hould be considered not only as a warning
Iran. as a result of the common culture, language, for world peace and security but also as a disaster
traditions, history and, most important, the religion it that shows the seriousness of the international situa-
shares with the tyrannized people of Afghanistan, tion caused by the aggressive nature and expansion-
cannot remain silent in the face of this aggression. ist ambitions of the super-Powers for the maintenance
That was why Iran was the first country to condemn the of their domination and influence over other countries
Soviet invasion ofMghanistan. We consider necessary of the world. The super-Powers still continue to in-
the complete, unconditional and immediate withdrawal crease their production of arms and escalate the arms
of the occupying forces from Mghanistan, non-inter- race, and thus brought the last session of the Commit-
vention by other forces in the internal affairs of that tee on Disarmament, held at Geneva, to failure.
country, the return of the Afghan combatants to their
homeland and the restoration to the people of Afghan- 192. Intensification of the arm!i race consumes the
istan of their right to determine their destiny; without resources of third world countries that should be used
these, there can be no settlement of the Mghanistan for their prosperity and to end their deprivation. It!
issu~. In this connection, we reject any negotiation stead, the profits go to the super-Powers, which sub
conducted in the absence of the true representatives stitute confrontation and \:onflict for amity and under-
of the Mghan people. standing in international relatklns. Therefore it lies I

with third world cnuntries, tha.nks to all the experi- i

186. We consistently support the struggles and ef- ence they have gained from various imperialist strate- !
forts of the freedom-seeking countries of South and gies, to put an end to the differences created by imperi- ,
Central America, especially the revolutionary people alist forces and, by making use of their financial '1
of Nicaragua, against the interference, conspiracy' and resources for their national well-being, take the first I
attempts at domination by America. We also :sup- step for the eradication of this unjust order that has i
port the legitimate struggles of revolutionary f'c!Ces cast its shadow over the world. I
in El Salvador and other countries of the region i

against the tyranny and oppression of despotic re- ~93. The serious crisis that dominates the world !
gimes. economy is a deep and structural one. The increased 4

deficit in the balance ofpayments, the negative changes ,:1
187. The Islamic Republic of Iran condemns the Brit- in the temts of trade, the I~ck of financEal capital for \I
ish military attacks on the Malvinas Islands anti the long-term, infrasti")ctural and productive inyestmer'ts, 1
co-operation ofAmerica and Britain in that connection, the lack ofaccess M global markets for offers ofgoods i
and considers them a" an example of imperialist, and servic~s, the lack of bllnsfer of technology and, .j
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we believe that global changes in production, trade
and consumption should take place so as to change
present world economic relations and order Ifor whjch
man's dignity and honour in relation to the new oraet"
should basicaily be taken into consideration.

198. In the consultative seminar of the South, held
in New Delhi, we said that the third world countries
should form a united front to co-ordinate their eco
nomic policies against the countries of th,~ North. To
achieve that objective, the creation of a permanent
secretariat to review the difficulties and present
proper solutions is vital. We believe that it is only
through unity,and collective pressure that deprived
and economically backward countries can .ope~ t~e.
way to the initiation of international negotiations,
totally and basically to change the world economic
relations and order without being influenced by any
pressure from the super-Powers. Enough has been
said and heard in this connection, and now it is high
time to take practical measures.
199. Considering the influence of the super-Powers
in the United Natk>ns, the Organization has become
a means to exert political pressure on those coun
tries that are struggling against the :mperialism of the
East and West and zioncsm. This colossal machine
is put in motion Gnly when the interests of one of the
big Powers necessitates it. And if a solution is not
foun~", the world will not be far away from interna=
tional anarchy and chaos. In thiscon"ection, many
examples can be cited.
200. In September 1980 the Iraqi regime attacked
Iran and drowned thousands of innocent civilians in
blood, displaced millions of our fellow countrymen
and razed the cities located in the part of our territory
that had been under its occupation for 22 months.
It seems as ifin the course ofthose two years the colos
sal machine of the United Nations was in a deep
sleep and no one was thinking about the establish
ment of a just and honourable peace, the peaceful
settlement of disputes and the maintenance of inter
national security, as ·stipulated in the Charter. But as
soon as our combatants were able by their devotion
and selflessness and the sacrifice of thousands ofmen,
to expel the aggressive enemy from most of their soil,
they embarked on the course of administering justice
and ensuring the security of the borders. And then,
all of a sudden, the mission of the SUpei-Powers
for the maintenance and consolidation of interna
tional peace and security was propounded. It is not
known where these awakened consciences and mis
sions were during the two years' that had passed since
the beginning of the war and the oppression and ty
ranny to which the people of Iran were subjected. Is
it not the case that now that the interests of the super
Powers, which supported the Iraqi regime with their
money and weapons, are threatened, the memLers
of the Security Council have started to think about
adopting a resolution, commiserating about ~ace and
including an item in this connection in the agenda of
the General Assembly?
201. I shall give a better example. On 18 September
1982 one of the most shocking crimes in human history
was committed in Beirut before the very eyes of the
world and the United Nations. Israeli criminals,
assisted by mercenary phalangists, having committed
crimes in southem Lebanon for several months and

finally, the brain drain al'~ only some of the difficul
ties that third world countries encounter owing to the
world economic crisis.
194. The main cause of this crisis is rooted in the un-
just capitalist economic order and exploitative poli
cies that world im:>erialism is implementing for the
sake of preserving its material interests and political
and cultural hegemony at the international level. The
economic and political policies of the Western indus
trialized countries; particularly those of the United
States, are so shortsighted and narrow-minded that
they reject the slightest legitimate wish of third world
countries even for the smallest change in the oppres
sive world economic order. Among the measures
adopted against third world countries are the negative
reactions to the call for negotiations to establish a
new international economic order, the creation of a
valiety of obstacles to the fruitful conclusion of the:
negotiations for establishing a financial system for the
transfer of science and technology to third world coun
tries, postponement of talks and exertion of preseure
on other industri;llized societies aimed at undermining
the talks and causing a deadlock.
195. On the other hand, Western industrialized soci
eties, especially America, by taking advantage of their
dominant econom!~ situation, by adopting and im
plementing oppressive policies, by imposing economic
restrictions and sanctions, as well as by employing
harsh commercial protective strategies against devel
oping countries, endeavour to prevent the latter's eco
nomic, political and social development. By exerting
control over international organizations, such as the
International Monetary Fund a~ld the World Bank, and
by opposing just and basic changes in the manage
ment of those organizationtS, the United States and
other Western industrialized countries have per
sistently tried to impose on third world countries
monetary and financial economic policies which pro
tect imperialist interests, without any concern for the
existing social and economic conditions and needs in
developing countries.
196. By imposing divisive measures and vicious
political and economic manreuvres on third world
countries, American imperialism, along with other
Western industrialized countries, makes every effort .
to divide third world countries and preserve the
oppressive, exploitative economic order. Efforts made
to impede multilateral negotiations and collective
action are blatant examples of such divisive strategies.
197. We are of the opinion that as long as inhuman
and merely materialistic viewpoints dominate the

i world economic order or the economies of coun-
t, tries and human beings, and organizations and Gov-
! ernments, particularly in Western industrialized

"1 countries, are limited to satisfying materialistic and
t consumer needs, the world econmrtc and political
i crisis will not oniy fail to improve but will actually
1 deteriorate. Along with the cancerous increase in
" consumption and development of the economies of the

Id J Western industrialized countries, we shall witness the
:dj poverty and economic paralysis of the majority of
~s \\ the peoples of the world. The poverty and economic
>r j weakness of third world countries are directly related
s, 1 to the unsound development of the economies of the
Is J ~e~tem industrialized countries and theirwasteful and
i, ~ diSSipated use of economic resources. Therefore.
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present world economic relations and order Ifor whjch
man's dignity and honour in relation to the new oraet"
should basicaily be taken into consideration.

198. In the consultative seminar of the South, held
in New Delhi, we said that the third world countries
should form a united front to co-ordinate their eco
nomic policies against the countries of th,~ North. To
achieve that objective, the creation of a permanent
secretariat to review the difficulties and present
proper solutions is vital. We believe that it is only
through unity,and collective pressure that deprived
and economically backward countries can .ope~ t~e.
way to the initiation of international negotiations,
totally and basically to change the world economic
relations and order without being influenced by any
pressure from the super-Powers. Enough has been
said and heard in this connection, and now it is high
time to take practical measures.
199. Considering the influence of the super-Powers
in the United Natk>ns, the Organization has become
a means to exert political pressure on those coun
tries that are struggling against the :mperialism of the
East and West and zioncsm. This colossal machine
is put in motion Gnly when the interests of one of the
big Powers necessitates it. And if a solution is not
foun~", the world will not be far away from interna=
tional anarchy and chaos. In thiscon"ection, many
examples can be cited.
200. In September 1980 the Iraqi regime attacked
Iran and drowned thousands of innocent civilians in
blood, displaced millions of our fellow countrymen
and razed the cities located in the part of our territory
that had been under its occupation for 22 months.
It seems as ifin the course ofthose two years the colos
sal machine of the United Nations was in a deep
sleep and no one was thinking about the establish
ment of a just and honourable peace, the peaceful
settlement of disputes and the maintenance of inter
national security, as ·stipulated in the Charter. But as
soon as our combatants were able by their devotion
and selflessness and the sacrifice of thousands ofmen,
to expel the aggressive enemy from most of their soil,
they embarked on the course of administering justice
and ensuring the security of the borders. And then,
all of a sudden, the mission of the SUpei-Powers
for the maintenance and consolidation of interna
tional peace and security was propounded. It is not
known where these awakened consciences and mis
sions were during the two years' that had passed since
the beginning of the war and the oppression and ty
ranny to which the people of Iran were subjected. Is
it not the case that now that the interests of the super
Powers, which supported the Iraqi regime with their
money and weapons, are threatened, the memLers
of the Security Council have started to think about
adopting a resolution, commiserating about ~ace and
including an item in this connection in the agenda of
the General Assembly?
201. I shall give a better example. On 18 September
1982 one of the most shocking crimes in human history
was committed in Beirut before the very eyes of the
world and the United Nations. Israeli criminals,
assisted by mercenary phalangists, having committed
crimes in southern Lebanon for several months and

finally, the brain drain al'~ only some of the difficul
ties that third world countries encounter owing to the
'World economic crisis.
194. The main cause of this crisis is rooted in the un-
just capitalist economic order and exploitative poli
cies that world im:>erialism is implementing for the
sake of preserving its material interests and political
and cultural hegemony at the international level. The
economic and political policies of the Western indus
trialized countries; particularly those of the United
States, are so shortsighted and narrow-minded that
they reject the slightest legitimate wish of third world
countries even for the smallest change in the oppres
sive world economic order. Among the measures
adopted against third world countries are the negative
reactions to the call for negotiations to establish a
new international economic order, the creation of a
valiety of obstacles to the fruitful conclusion of the:
negotiations for establishing a financial system for the
transfer of science and technology to third world coun
tries, postponement of talks and exertion of preseure
on other industri;llized societies aimed at undermining
the talks and causing a deadlock.
195. On the other hand, Western industrialized soci
eties, especially America, by taking advantage of their
dominant econom!~ situation, by adopting and im
plementing oppressive policies, by imposing economic
restrictions and sanctions, as well as by employing
harsh commercial protective strategies against devel
oping countries, endeavour to prevent the latter's eco
nomic, political and social development. By exerting
control over international organizations, such as the
International Monetary Fund a~ld the World Bank, and
by opposing just and basic changes in the manage
ment of those organizationtS, the United States and
other Western industrialized countries have per
sistently tried to impose on third world countries
monetary and financial economic policies which pro
tect imperialist interests, without any concern for the
existing social and economic conditions and needs in
developing countries.
196. By imposing divisive measures and vicious
political and economic manreuvres on third world
countries, American imperialism, along with other
Western industrialized countries, makes every effort .
to divide third world countries and preserve the
oppressive, exploitative economic order. Efforts made
to impede multilateral negotiations and collective
action are blatant examples of such divisive strategies.
197. We are of the opinion that as long as inhuman
and merely materialistic viewpoints dominate the

i world economic order or the economies of coun-
t, tries and human beings, and organizations and Gov-
! ernments, particularly in Western industrialized

"1 countries, are limited to satisfying materialistic and
t consumer needs, the world econmrtc and political
i crisis will not oniy fail to improve but will actually
1 deteriorate. Along with the cancerous increase in
" consumption and development of the economies of the

Id J Western industrialized countries, we shall witness the
:dj poverty and economic paralysis of the majority of
~s \\ the peoples of the world. The poverty and economic
>r j weakness of third world countries are directly related
s, 1 to the unsound development of the economies of the
Is J ~e~tem industrialized countries and theirwasteful and
i, ~ diSSipated use of economic resources. Therefore.
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NOTES

The meeting rose at 2.15 p.m.

I See North-South: A program for survival; report of the Inde
pendent Commission on. International Development Issues, under
the chairmanship of Willy Brandt (Cambridg~. Mass., The MIT
Press, 1980).

Z See Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Del'elopment, Fifth Session, vol. I, Report and Annexes
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.79.II.D.14), part one,
sect. A.

3 See Report of the United Nations Conference on the Least
Del'eloped Countries. Paris, 1-14 September 1981 (United Nations
publication, Sales No. E.82.1.81, part one, sect. A.

'4 Official Records of the Third United Nations Conference. on
'lie Law ofthe Sea. vot. XVII, document A/CONF.62/122.

S Adopted by the High-Level Conference on Economic Co
operation among Developing Countries. See A/36/333 and Corr.!.

ciespite their false promises that they would not oc- World-War situation, much of which no longer per-
cupy west Beirut, attacked that area and slaughtered tains, and the international atmosphere and the United
hundreds of defenceless and unarmed Palestinian and Nations structure have changed too. Nor can inter-
Lebanese men, women and children. If the United national law, on the basis of the principle ofrebus sic
Nations and its Members firmly believed in the mis- stantibus, yield to unilateral and unequitable privi-
sion stipulated in the Charter for the maintenance of leges that have proved to be destructive.
international peace ~nd security, they would have bad 202. We hope for the day when Member States.
!o take. measureS-:-lf only beca';lse of the wound~d with realism and understanding of this fundamental
IDt~rna~lonal ~onsclence-to fluDlsh that see.d of eyl1- development, will bestow upon the United Nations
~omgt msecunty, warmongenng and aggression, wlth- the role that befi'ts it.
ID the context of Chapter VII of the Charter. Perhaps
it is forgotten that Articles 41 and 42 of the Charter
even exist. Is it not one of the conditions for mem
bership in the Organization that a Member must be
peace-loving? Did not the General Assembly in its
resolution ES-7/4 of 30 April 1982 recognize Israel to
be non-peace-Iov:ng? The provisions ofArticle 6 of the
Charter suffice to expel Israel from the United Nations.
Then Why is warmongering Israel still a Member of
the United Nations? If proper action is not taken in
this case or in similar cases, the concept of collective
action for the maint.enance of peace and security,
contained in the Charter, will not be applied. And if
serious measures are not taken in this case for the
elimination of the unjust privilege of w~to, the con
fidence that the deprived and tyrannized nations of
the world should have in the Organization will not be
created and the shortcomings to which the Secretary
General has referred in his report will not be eliminated.
We should not forget that the Charter and its monop
olistic privileges are the outcome of the post-Second-
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